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Warmer weather leads to increase in auto vandalism
By DeVone Holt

Tips to avoid becoming a car-theft statistic
Don't leave valuables
(i.e. radar detectors,
purses) in open sight

Close windows
and lock sunroof
Store valuables
in trunk

Consider buying
an alarm system
for your car

Park in well-lit areas
whenever possible

Lock all doors and
take your keys
Progress graphic by JOE CASTLE

Library
expansion
resumes
with new
contractor

Asst. news editor

University drivers may consider
themselves lucky after finding a parking space on a campus that has limited
spaces, but that luck is often retracted
as misfortune as many of those drivers' vehicles are vandalized in the
university parking lots.
University parking lots have
turned into stalking grounds for vandals with appetites for destruciiorr.
Their targets are usually cars parked
in the darkest areas of parking lots.
Case reports dating from Jan. 1
through April 16, show that 49 instances of car vandalism and thefts

were reported on campus.
Kit Carson Drive parking spaces
and the Keene Hall Lot are the most
vulnerable areas.
Wynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, said other troublesome lots are Lancaster, Alumni Coliseum, Commonwealth and Telford.
Walker said these lots gain their
unfortunate popularity because of their
locations.
'Telford and other student lots
are close to the edge of campus so
they (vandals) can disappear from
campus and get out of there," he said.
The number of instances has increased over the last month and a half
because of the break in weather.
Walker said.

"When it's cold, you don't stand
around and mess around with cars —
you get the heck home and get out of
the cold," Walker said. "But when the
weather's nice, you get drunk come
wandering from the downtown bars
and it's not cold, so you start messing
around in the parking lots busting windows."
Walker said public safety increases
its patrols on the lots during the warmer
seasons because of the increased
vanalism.
He said patrols and stakeouts are
in process day and night because these
incidents don't just after dark.
Randy Worley, a 22-year-old commuter, has proof that the vandalism
doesn't just take place at night.

■Student senate
passes 5 new
resolutions

Managing editor

SEE DISPUTE. PAGE A7

By Mark White
News editor

By Angie Hatton
Activities editor

My hands searched wildly for
the brakes. My books tumbled out
of my lap and I ran over them. I saw
the bottom of the hill rushing toward me and I didn't know how to
end this nightmare I found myself
in.
Somehow I pulled the brake
wrong and I kept going just as fast,
only to my right. I jumped out at the
last possible second and watched
my wheelchair tumble off the sidewalk and down the hill.
This would be harder than 1 had
thought
1, thankfully, am not confined
to a wheelchair everyday. I only
spent part of a day in one as an
experiment I wanted to see what
it's like to live with a handicap.
After going to one class in a
wheelchair, I have gained tremen-

j_

Students taking classes within the
College of Law Enforcement or the
College of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics can now
see the syllabuses for classes before
they register, according to a report
given to student senate at their Tuesday meeting.
The senate heard a report during
the meeting from Sen. Don Pace on
the status of a program that will put the
syllabuses on reserve in the library.
The syllabuses are on reserve as
part of the program being implemented
on a trial basis this semester.
Pace said if it is successful, the
program will be implemented for the
entire university.
Pace said whether the system is
further implemented depends on
whether students use and lake advantage of the system or not.
The senate also passed a resolution to add tables outside the Fountain
Food Court The resolution calls for
additional seating in a roped-off area
outside of the food court.
Patrick Snyder, the sponsor of the
resolution, said this was being done in
part because of the smoking ban inside
the building forcing smokers outside.
The tables will be the same design
as those on the Powell Cafeteria bal-

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Shane Ray, 21, a fire safety engineering major from Nashville, and Chris Noel, 22, a fire
safety engineering major from Park Hills, rescue a dummy Tuesday In a high angle rescue
training exercise administered by the Association of Fire Science Technicians.

SEE MEETING. PAGE AS

Day in wheelchair
reveals obstacles
dous respect for the students who
have the courage to attend college
despite their handicaps.
The reaction I got from strangers who never would have noticed
me made me appreciate the autonomy I used to complain about.
I also hated the pain in my arms
from pushing the wheelchair.
I had been in die wheelchair
only about a minute when I had my
accident trying to maneuver down
the sidewalk from the infirmary,
where I had borrowed the wheelchair, to the road. I tried to go down
a sidewalk that was too steep for me,
a beginner.
In this case, I was able to jump
out and save myself from a scraped
knee, but had I really been disabled,
the situation would have been much
more serious.
It took me 25 minutes to first
SEE HANDICAP. PAGE A7
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Updated facilities needed
to meet ADA requirements
a

■ Handicapped

students, staff find
campus inadequate
By Susan Gayle Reed
Editor

While the university does not outright deny an education to any particular group of students, neither does
it do anything in particular to make
the process of pursuing that education
a little less difficult. At least that is the
conclusion of some handicapped students and instructors on campus.
"On a scale of one to five, I'd rate
Eastern about a one as far as accessibility is concerned," said Kristy
Barrett, a junior theater major who
must use a wheelchair. "University
vehicles are always parking in front of
the ramps, and the elevators are horrible."
Barrcu said she once spent two
hours trapped in an elevator in the

SEE VANDALISM, PAGE A8

Syllabuses
top first
meeting

HANGIN' AROUND

By Tim Blum
When the original contracting
c.cws working on the extension of the
Crabbe Library and renovation of the
University Building reached a stalemate earlier this month, the state
stepped in and rebid the job, appointing D.W. Wilburn of Lexington as the
new crew for the project
O'Roark Construction of Cincinnati and South East Steel Co. from
Lexington were originally granted the
bids for the job.
But when disputes arose over the
methods of using steel to reinforce the
walls of the University Building, the
oldest structure on campus, the two
companies could not agree.
"It was tough to get the different
contractors to work together close
enough," said Chad Middleton, director of physical plant.
O'Roark was contracted for the
demolition of the interior of the University Building and South East was
contracted as a steel erector for the
job.
South East wanted to remove the
roof of the University Building to insert the steel reinforcements from the
top of the building into the walls.
O'Roark disputed this method,
claiming the roof could not be removed without reinforcing the outer
walls which would require more
money, Middleton said.
But (he state turned down the request and decided to rebid the job to

Worley parked his car in the
Lancaster Lot minutes before his 2: IS
class and relumed to it at 3 p.m. to find
that the rear tires of his truck had been
punctured.
"I couldn't believe that they did it
in broad daylight," Worley said.
Worley said he doesn' t believe the
incident was done randomly but believes that it was a personal attack
towards him and his vehicle.
Albert George, a 26-ycar -old commuter, also believes that he had been
staked out before his truck was stolen
from the Alumni Coliseum lot.
George said the people who stole
his truck must have known his sched-
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Powell
Building because it broke down
PowellBuildinebecauscilbrokedown
and she could not reach the emergency button. But she said perhaps the
most frustrating point on campus is
the Keith Building, where a person
cannot get to the elevator without first
going up steps.
"I have to get someone to carry me
up three steps," she said. "I don't think
it's asking too much to get a ramp. I
used to be meek and silent but now I
think you almost have to get upset
because you're fighting a battle you're
not sure if you'll ever win."
Students arc not the only ones on
campus who have accessibility problems. In the April 8 issue of the
Progress, Marjoric Farris, an instructor in the Combs Building, wrote a
"leuer to the editor" criticizing the
university for its lack of handicappedaccessible facilities.
Farris was asked to serve on a
committee chaired by Harry Moberly
of student judicial affairs and services
for the disabled. The goal of the group
t

•

Senate
accused
of apathy
By Mark White
News editor

Student senate was greeted
at its Tuesday meeting with a
handout given to all who criticized the senate for not getting
things accomplished and for not
being more forceful with the administration.
The handout was presented
by Kelly Davis, a student at the
university who wrote a letter to
the editor in last week's Progress
criticizing the senate for much
the same thing.
Davis said his main reason
for the handout was to show the
senate that the administration
won'tdeal with controversial issues.
"My goal is to let the senate
know that the pert -el handed
out today represci.. i c feelings
of a lot of students on campus,"
Davis said.
The package of materials
Davis gave out contained copies
SEE COMPLAINT, PAGE AS

INSIDE
13 While waiting for Godot's
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was to address specific
srxcific problems of
inaccessibility on campus.
The committee met one lime only.
and Farris was never informed of the
group's disbandment She said letters
and phone calls to Moberly s office
went unanswered.
Moberly said the reason the com-

Accent

mittee has never met again is that it

Activities

was not an official university commit
^i
.
That committee wasjust an advisory committee; it was never intended
to be permanent," Moberly said. "It
was informal, just to help our office.
We do that from time to time."
Moberly said he understands that
some campus buildings and facilities
are not conveniently equipped for use
by handicapped students. He said his
office is in the process of evaluating
Eastern's facilities in order to meet
guidelines of the federal Americans
with Disabilities Act
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EDITORIALS

Elections
Pace, Howie should take steps to improve process
We know that newly elected student
platform. All of it turned out to be a waste
officers Don Pace and Skot Howie
because Eten's election committee did not do
hope to make progress in addressing stuits job properly or expediently, and because
dents' concerns in the coming year.
the constitution is unclear.
And we at the Progress would like to
A candidate should not be allowed to
be the first to publicly bring up one concern file for office without having someone from
the two should address — the shoddy way
the committee OK the application by a deadthis year's student elections were handled.
line within a few days or turn it down with an
In fact, we have a few ideas for reform.
explanation.
Students who voted must have
• And above all, there needs to be more
noticed that only one set of names appeared time set aside between the filing date and the
on the ballot — Pace and
time of the election so
Howie.
that the candidates could
April Ramsey
have more time to
AT A GLANCE
and Mike Quinn had also
campaign.
filed for the race by the
There was no time this
U The issue
April 1 filing date, but
election for the candiThis year's student elections
they were told one week
dates to properly camwere riddled with problems and
later that there could be a
paign and adequately
confusion.
problem because Quinn
inform the student body
□ Our opinion
did not have enough
on their platforms.
hours to be considered a
The hurried pace of the
We have suggested a few
second-semester sophoelection also made it
ideas for election reform that
more.
impossible for the
include rewording the constiQuinn'sineligiProgress and WXII to
tution, planning debates and
bility should have been
publish
and broadcast
allowing more time between
discovered immediately,
enough
information
the filing date and actual
not a week later, so that
needed for the students \
election day.
perhaps Ramsey could
to make an informed
have found another
decision.
running mate or planned a different camJulie Neuroth, Doug Leopold and the
paign. The student elections committee,
senate should have taken student elections
chaired by Connie Eten, did not do its job
more seriously. One last, obvious way would
properly in this regard.
have been to organize student debates.
The requirements to become a
Only one debate was held, by telecandidate should also be rewritten to include phone, April 7 at 11 p.m. at the studio of
specifics and be less confusing. For inWXII, only on request of the Pace party.
stance, it should state the exact number of
Student senate should have sponsored at least
hours a student must have to run for office.
one publicized debate where students could
Both candidates were removed from come and field questions to the candidates.
the ballot the night before the election, even We feel this election has been a mass of
though Ramsey met all requirements.
confusion from the start. And though nothing
This occurred after the two had
can straighten out this year's mess, we hope
already spent $40 on an ad in the Progress,
the new officers learn from these mistakes.
as well as the cost of printing up 500 "Vote
Pace and Howie, please pay attention
for Ramsey and Quinn" stickers that could
and use your new positions to ensure that
not be used, not to mention the time spent
elections will be better organized and less
making decisions about their campaign
confusing to all next year.

Teaching ethics
More teachers should consider improving methods
The College of Arts and Humanities spon- faculty members for feedback as well.
sored a symposium on ethics in teaching last
While the forum was designed and presented
weekend and examined some of the ethical for the College of Arts and Humanities, it is an
issues that exist in education.
approach every college could benefit from.
Four major lectures were offered dealing
The Progress applauds the College of Arts
with themes such as reand Humanities for attempting
sponsibilities to stuto increase faculty members'
dents, writing about and
awareness and seeking to imAT A GLANCE
discussing controversial
prove the educational process.
issues, how to notice
Such roundtables offer facG The issue
ethical issues where othulty the opportunity to take a
A symposium of classroom
ers don't and how teachethics and teaching methods look at themselves and their
ers can monitor their
own methods and see where
was sponsored by the Colown teaching ethics.
improvements are needed.
lege of Arts and Humanities.
The symposium genThe remaining colleges at
erated ideas such as team
□ Our opinion
the university should follow this
teaching, in which lesslead and begin to examine ways
We think it's a great idea.
experienced faculty
of
increasing communication
Other colleges at the
would team up with the
between
teachers and students,
university should follow
more seasoned faculty
improving
and updating teachthis lead to improvement.
members to gain experiing methods and handling probence and feedback from
lems that arise in the classroom.
their peers.
At a time when higher education is continuThe idea of teachers videotaping their lec- ally being cut and forced to endure the restraints
tures was also introduced. This would allow of failing budgets, it's a relief to see something
professors to monitor their own classroom being done to try to improve our educational
performance and study their own methods environment and help create a better learning
more closely. This could be shared with other environment for both faculty and students.

f
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Sometimes less is really more
Has anybody else noticed that
kids used to be a lot easier to
entertain in the old days? By the ok)
days, I mean way back in yesteryear
circa 1976-1982.
When I was a little kid, it
seemed that a little imagination
made anything a reality.
OK, maybe it took a lot of
imagination, but somehow even an
empty box was transformed magically from anything as mundane as a
house to something as exotic as a
pirate ship or fighter plane.
I can remember as a small child
that when my mom turned me loose
to play, my big backyard suddenly
sprung to life as a thick jungle. And
my neighbor's big friendly sheepdog, Winston, was no longer a
loveable hairy muti but a fierce lion
who would tear the flesh from the
bones of anyone but me.
Those were the days when kids
couldn't wait to get out of the house
after school, to run and play with the
other kids until the street lights
came on, signaling time to come
home to dinner.
Now kids are getting fat, eating
ding-dongs and becoming pale as
they spend every air-conditioned
moment they can in the house in
front of the television with the
advent of a brain-washing technique
called Nintendo.
Or Sega/Genesis. Or
Turbographics. Or whatever new
video game system is being marketed to drive parents to the poorhouse today.

can't have fun.
Some of these toys really are a
lot of fun, even to adults. For
instance, please don't laugh, but I
spent about 15 or 20 minutes
standing in the talking book aisle.
For those who haven't had the
pleasure, these are the kids' books
with a little push-button panel
As a whole, our generation was
not privy to the exotic and sophisti- attached to the binding. When the
kids read the books and come to a
cated toys that exist today. Personcertain picture, they push the
ally, I think that's probably a good
corresponding button on the panel
thing.
and hear the sound the item makes.
Here's why.
These are great! I stood there
While wandering through Walmart around midnight one night gust pressing buttons and hearing the
Joker from Batman laugh at me,
because I could), I took a walk
cows mooing at me in tune to "Baa,
through the toy section. And I was
baa black sheep" and even some
mesmerized by some of the really
reggae from a "Barbie at the Beach"
cool toys that have come into
book.
existence since I was a little kid.
You'd be surprised how funny
Plain old Barbie dolls, which
became my life for a few years from five or six Jokers laughing at one
time in the middle of the night at
about age 9-12 until I discovered
Wal-mart can be.
boys, have become anything but
The problem is, I think if I had
plain. We thought it was cool to
had these wonderful books as a
have a Barbie that had suntan
child, I might never have learned to
marks, but now there are rock V
read. To heck with the story-line. I'd
roll Barbies, talking Barbies and
be loo busy cracking up, pushing the
even pregnant Barbies.
buttons to hear the cows and Jokers.
Just about the only thing that
I'm almost scared to think what
hasn't changed is the fact that Ken
is still a eunuch. (Which leads me to kinds of toys will be on the market
when and if I ever have children.
wonder how Barbie came to be in
Even scarier will be how much these
this delicate condition.) But that's
little jewels that strip the imaginaanother column.
tion will cost me.
But there is just too much to
Maybe I'll just have to do my
choose from nowadays so that there
is absolutely nothing left to the kids' little ones — and myself— a favor
and invest in a backyard, a big dog
imaginations. Kids think they have
to have these fancy toys or else they and a few cardboard boxes.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
Senate should take action resolutions concerning the parking administration. These two programs
As Eastern's student body continues to talk about the Student Senate's
demise and unaccomplished promises,
only wanting to see results, I believe
one should open their minds to reality.
Senate is not as bad as everyone assumes, and I hope I can set the record
straight.
No one can understand more than
a senator or an executive officer how
truly frustrating senate is. Being a
senator for only a semester, I've found
out quickly what problems he with
every positive change. Eastern's campus needs to understand that problems
are not solved overnight, and for that
matter, within a term of office.
Whereas students say that senate has
not accomplished anything this year,
they are far from the truth. In the past
two semesters senate has passed six

problem, as well as a resolution concerning the grading system and the
organizing of a new alcohol awareness program. We do the work,
whether you see the results or not. The
biggest problem to overcome is
Eastern's administration. There's so
much red tape between recognizing a
problem and finding a solution that
time is drawn out, though not by senate. Don't blame senate for something
out of our control.
In my opinion, senate has been
very successful. We have not only
tried very hard to sort through the red
tape concerning teacher evaluations,
but also began to reorganize two
groups that were very popular on cam pus at one time. SCORE and University Pals, ad hoc programs of the senate, were out of sight of ever returning
until the push of this year's senate

are for the student body of Eastern, to
bring back the pride and enthusiasm
once seen on Eastern's campus.
I believe senate hasn' t lost its quality; Eastern's students have. Instead
of complaining about problems that
take time to solve and putting the
blame on those not responsible, get
off your butts and try to help make a
difference by getting involved.

Jennifer Vogel
Student senate
Watch for the
graduation magazine
in the last Progress of
the semester next
week!

GUIDELINES FOR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of
interest to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. The
Progress may condense letters
over 200 words. Letters should
be addressed to the newspaper

f

and must contain the authors
signature, address and telephone
number. Carbon copies, photocopies and letters with illegible
signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted. The Progress reserves the
right to reject any letter.
The deadline for submitting a
letter is noon Monday prior to
Thursday's publication.

Latter* should be mailed to
Th0 Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

PHONE: 6221872 or
622-1882
FAX: 622-2354
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Another view
UPS & DOWNS

PEOPLE POLL
By Jay Angel

What do you think about the results of the Rodney King civil rights trial?

Up to:
Adkins

Up to:
Hood

Kathy Forrester Adkins,
1980 alumnae, will be
among those inducted into
the EKU Hall of Distinguished Alumni. Adkins'
group. The Forrester Sisters, was named 1986 Vocalist Group of the Year.

Down to:
Harrod

U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood denied a last-minute appeal to delay the racketeering
and extortion trial of former
House Speaker Don Blandford.
Blandford is the highest stsate
official to be indicted through
Operation BOPTROT.

"I think it stinks. All
four should have
been prosecuted.
The Justice system
does not work."

Anderson County Judge
Michael Harrod sent a social worker to jail because
he kept arguing that a 5year-old girl not be placed
back in a foster home. The
social worker thought she
would be in danger.

T>M
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Suggestions for Ups and Downs are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

I know what justice means to me
This past weekend I (raveled to
Chicago to attend the regional
Society of Professional Journalists
Conference along- with several other
members of the Progress staff.
After an adventurous Friday
night in the windy city, we woke up
Saturday morning anxious for the
day's activities to begin.
But before we had a chance to
dress for the day, we faced the
possibility of having it ruined by the
verdict of the Rodney King trial.
The outcome of the trial was as
mysterious to us as the possibility of
rioting in the city. We were not sure
what to expect from the city had the
jury acquitted all four of the police
officers accused of violating King's
civil rights.
The jury's decision to find
Laurence Powell and Stacey Koon
guilty and to acquit Theodore
Briseno and Timothy Wind seemed
to please people on both sides of the
table, but most of all it freed us to
visit more of the city.
With the verdict behind us, we
continued to enjoy the city and
finally made our way back Richmond.
After returning to Richmond

just one little problem. I didn't know
her address.
I looked through, die phone book
and there was just one listing for her
family's name. I addressed the letter
to Marie at that address. If it was the
wrong one and she agreed to go out
with Sam, I would just have to take a
chance and tell her face-to-face.
Most of the next day was a waiting
game. Finally, Sam called. He told me
she wasn't going out with him. He
said she was going out of town that
weekend. He asked her if there was
some other time they could get together. She said she didn't think so
because she was going to get back
with an old boyfriend.
To this day I'm not sure if my letter
ever got to her. I'm not sure if I had
any impact on what happened. All I
know is they never went out and no
one was hurt.
In some ways I do feel guilty that I
had to betray Sam's trust to help Marie.
Am I sorry I did it? No.
Would I do it again if I felt it was
necessary? Yes.
Maybe it has something to do with
the fact that Marie was nice to me at a
time in my life when I really needed it,
and this was my way of repaying her
for her kindness. In my mind, telling
her was the less of the two evils. I
made a decision I wasn't happy with,
but it was one I could live with.
There may come a day when a
friend will put your friendship to the
test. You just have to know what is
right and hope you will be able to
make a decision you can live with.

out
She told him to call her back the
next day, because she wasn't sure.
Sam was so happy. His plan was
working perfectly. He dropped me off
and told me he would call die next day
to tell me if she'd go out with him.
I laid awake for hours. All I could
think about was what he was going to
do. I tried to put it out of my mind.
"What they do is their business, it's
none of my concern," I thought.
I then remembered a lime when I
was young and some kids were teasing me about my voice distortion and
Marie stood up to them for me.
Over the years she was always
nice to me, whether it was just smiling
and saying hi or letting me help on a
biology lab assignment when I didn't
have a partner.
I knew then I couldn't just let it
happen. 1 went to my lather's den and
sat at his desk. I thought for a while on
how I could warn her without letting
Sam know who lipped her off.
At first I thought about an anonymous phone call, but my voice distortion made it too easy to be found out.
So I decided on a letter.
I wrote the letter telling her what
Sam had planned. I asked her not to
mention the letter to Sam, just to make
an excuse. I told her I was helping her
Dunlap is a junior journalism mabecause she once showed kindness to
jor
from Wilmington, Ohio and a staff
me and it really meant a lot.
Finally, the letter was done. I had writer at the Progress.
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Marcus Hamilton, 21, senior,
broadcasting, Lexington.
"I think the justice
system Is full of it.
There is no way
two of them
should have been
proven not guilty."

Ladonna Brown, 23, senior,
psychology, Louisville.
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University Center Board Presents
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UPTOWN
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Darren Boston
622-1872
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"A performance by Jady Kurrent is guaranteed to fall into the 'never a dull moment' category."
Cleveland State Univ.

"A Smash Hit. . . high energy show, good
tunes and crowd participation."
Franklin College

'Their contemporary music kept a crowd
of 4,000 students dancing."
East Strautburg Univ.

THURS • APR 29 • 7:30 PM
IN THE RAVINE

M yoon

622-1882

MOOD

"Audience reaction went off the scale. Jady
Kurrent is the beet dance band we ever
had."
Alma College

622-1882
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The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year with the exception of vaction and examination
periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky. 40475 or 606 622-1880.
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"I feel that Justice
was served to a
certain extent, but
for the beating he
took, all four should
have been found
guilty."

"I think that It Is not
fair that people want
the policemen to be
found guilty, but yet
want the black men
who beat up the
trucker to be found
not guilty

history, Lexington.

HOW TO REACH US
Mark White

Shay Alleruzzo, 17, freshman,
undeclared, Shelbyvllle.

satisfy anyone; it was to serve
justice. Personally I feel that justice ■
was partially served by acquitting
two of the officers on trial. Any
officer who would contribute to
such a horrid bearing, regardless of
any given orders, should have to
serve time as a result.
I also believe that the other
with only thoughts of Chicago on
officers who stood by and watched
my mind, I soon ran into a white
the four police beat King are just as
friend of mine whose first words to
guilty. Their act of condoning the
«'»WMU/»
me were, "What do you think of
beating was just as threatening to
Nlckl Sheridan, 18, freshman,
Koon and Powell?"
King as the beating itself.
undeclared, Lexington.
Being that I had given the issue
As far as Powell and Koon are
no serious thought up until that
concerned, I am relieved that they
lime, I really didn't know what to
were found guilty, but their sen"Justice has not
say. I found myself embarrassed and tences remain pending issues.
been served. More
quiet about an issue that I had
If they receive short sentences,
than two were
previously encouraged blacks to
their guilty verdict may become
guilty."
speak freely about
meaningless to many and result in
I couldn't help but to give the
mass destruction.
verdict my full attention after that
My opinion may not mirror the
moment and develop and voice my
opinions of the so-called experts,
opinion.
but I believe what I believe, and
After reading the newspaper and most of all I'm now able to voice
watching the news, I've noted
my opinion without facing any
several people saying the jury did a
embarrassment.
good job of satisfying people on
both sides of the issue — which
Holt is a junior journalism major
doesn't fit very well with me.
from Louisville and Assistant news
Marlce Hopewell, 21, senior,
The jury's goal was not to •
editor at the Progress.

Even friendship has its limits
Where does the line between loyalty and truth exist?
I found the answer one summer
night when I had to betray the trust of
a friend in order to help another person.
It was die summer of 1990. I had
just graduated from high school and
would soon be on my way to college.
My friend (I'll call himSam) came
over and we went driving around.
Sam loved to cruise.
Sam has always been a good friend
to me, there to support me when I
needed it He has helped me get over
a lot of my shyness by getting me out
and meeting people.
His one problem was he was a
womanizer, eager to try to seduce any
female he could.
One night, Sam went beyond his
limits and became something I really
didn't like. He asked me if I knew a
particular girl I'll call Marie.
I did. I've known her since first
grade.
Sam told me that he really liked
her. I'd heard this a million times before. Sam liked a different girl every
week, so I really didn't take him seriously.
He told me how he heard some
college guys talking about how "easy"
she was. He planned to ask her out, get
her drunk and take advantage of her.
I couldn't believe what I was hearing.
"Sam," I said, "What you are talking about is basically rape." He said,
"Not as long as she says yes." We
stopped at a pay phone and he called
her and told her about the college
guys, their stories about her and how
he supposedly stood up for her. They
talked a little and then he asked her

Rich Sharp, 19, sophomore, premed, Ashland.

- +±*

"l don't see how
anyone could have
been acquitted In
that trial. Something Is wrong; the
police have too
much power In
this country."

(Inclement Weather: Keen Johnson Ballroom)

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
[CENTER
OAR
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Talk radio focus of SPJ forum
By Kerri Leininger
Staff writer
If you have ever wondered what
men and women desire in body parts
on the opposite sex. tune into The
Eyes on Campus, broadcast on WXII
and co-hosted by Jeff Gillem and Eric
Hadden.
The Society of Professional Journalists hosted a forum to discuss the
rising trend of talk radio and the topics
which are discussed on the air.
Guest speakers for the forum were
Doug Rogers, Eastern assistant professor and faculty adviser for the WXII
radio station, and Jeff Gillem. a senior
broadcasting major from Ashland.
Talk radio exploded onto AM radio stations' airwaves in the early
•80s.
"AM stations began to go to talk
radio formal because they could not
compete in the music arena," Rogers
said. "FM had proven themselves to
be so technically superior."
WXII services students living on
campus. Topics discussed on The

Eyes on Campus radio talk show range
from homosexual relations to racism.
Often problems which occur pertain to racial slurs, excessive profanity or sexually explicit comments.
"This is something our listeners
are informed are a taboo," Rogers
said. 'There is a certain line of good
taste that is not to be crossed."
Rogers said in order to control
such behavior, the station must purchase digital delay which their budget will not allow.
"There are some attitudes that are
not making this campus the peaceful,
pleasant place to be, and I hope we
would be able to address these issues.
But we're not going to address them
with slurs," Rogers said.
Rogers said racial slurs and degrading comments towards any subject must be addressed but in a mature
manner.
One of the more interesting segments on The Eyes on Campus show
was coined the Body Part Evening,
which encouraged listeners to call in
and express what they desired in the

opposite sex.
"It indicates that you can really talk
about anything if you'll simply observe some common rules of decorum," Rogers said.
The Eyes on Campus airs on Sundays and Wednesdays from midnight
to 2 a.m.
The show's popularity is in part
due to what the station calls "our
characters," Gillem said.
Rogers said it is very common in a
radio talk show for characters, such as
"Mamma Charlson" and the "Kccne
Creeper," to give themselves names
to remain anonymous when they call
the program.
"They are a big part of the reason
why die show is still going today,"
Gillem said.
Rogers said during his years as a
midnight to 5 a.m. disc jockey, he has
come to the conclusion that people
who call a late-night disc jockey are
lonely, and there is no one else up at
that hour.
"It is my suspicion that people who
call are in a companion-seeking
mode," Rogers said.

POLICE BEAT
Compiled by DeVone Holt
The followuig reports ha ve been filed
with the university's division of public
safety:
Thefts, vandalism, arrests

April 1:
Debra A. Campbell 23. Richmond,
reported someone broke into her car and
stole a radio and a radar detector while it
was parked in the Lancaster Lot
Lanny Anglln. Alumni Coliseum, reported a door glass in the Alumni Coliseum had been broken out.
Klmberly Gutter. 22. Telford Hall,
reported someone broke into her vehicle
and stole a radar detector while it was
parked in the Telford Lot.
April 2:
Michael J. Satterley. 19. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Melissa Sharp. 19. Walters Hall, reported her vehicle had been scratched while
it was parked on Kit Carson Drive.
April 4:
Sharon M. BeU. 19. Walters Hall,
reported the windshield of her vehicle bro-

ken while it was parked on Kit Carson
Drive.
Jonah L. Stevens, Brewer Building,
reported a vehicle belonging to Robert A.
Peavler, 23. Richmond, hid its rear window broken.
AprilS:
David Kelley, Gentry Building, reported a pager stolen off of his desk in the
Gentry Building.
April 6:
Shani H. Cravey, Brockton, reported
s window had been brokenout of a Brockton
Apartment.
AprU 7:
Diana L. Cope. 18. Bumam Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana, less than
8 ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Shayla L. Cupp, 20. Bumam Hall,
was cited for possession of marijuana, less
than 8 ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia.
AprU 8:
Melissa McCulley. 21. Clay Hall, reported someone had entered her room and
stole $8.
Benjamin O. Coleman. 20. Keene

Hall, reported someone had broken out
the rear window of his vehicle while it was
parked in the Keene Lot
April 10:
Charles A. Habtead. 26. Memphis.
Term., reported the antenna of his vehicle
had been damaged while parked in the Kit
Carson Lot.
AprU 11:
Robert Pendleton. 23. Malone. was
arrested and charged with driving while
under the influence of alcohol and drugs.
Susan N. Henstey. 19. Richmond,
reported that the windshieldof her vehicle
had been broken while it was parked in the
Case Lot.
Jackie Hacker, 23. Brockton, reported thai his car was damaged while
parked in (he Brockton Lot.
April 12:
Phil Hedges, Brewer Building, reported that the window of a vehicle belonging to Jeffrey Mahoney, 22. Palmer
Hall, had been broken while it was parked
on Kit Carson Drive.
Maggie J. Cbokloikaew. 18. Case
Hall, reported that her vehicle had been
scratched while parked on Kit Carson
Drive.
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Thanks to the cabinet
members, student senators,
administration, faculty and
staff for all of your support
to the 1992-93 Student
Association.
Our administration could
not have been so successful
without you!
We are really going to
miss you! Please stay in
touch.
Love,
Julie Neuroth, pre&ident and
Doug Leopold, vice-president

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.

HELP WANTED.

WIN A FREE T-SHIRT

CLASSMATE MANSION 2 BR

GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF Assistant Camp Director, Business Manager, Health Supervisor, unit counselors and leaders, waterfront, rappelling,
horseback, nature, arts and crafts, canoeing and cooks needed for the summer at Girl Scout Camp Sycamore
Hills. Contact Charlotte Palmer,
Cumberland Valley G.S.C. Box40466.
Nashville. TN 37204 or 615-383-0490.
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL DAYCARE
CENTER is in need of two assistant
teachers to work with our summer
school age program. Hours are 8:004:30 or 9:00-5:30. Monday - Friday,
Summer only. Interested persons
should apply in the personnel dept.

TownhOW. Extra Nice. Pool. Hurry!
624-2727.
2 OR 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
su m mer/lall lease, 310 University Drive
623-4787.

ROOMATES WANTED
FEMALE ROOMMATE'S) for summer/
fall, 2 bedroom townhouse. C.J. 6241338.

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the corner of
1st and Main:
IN MUSIC, WHO IS GORDON
SUMNER BETTER KNOWN AS?

TWO FEMALES OR COUPLE to share
Last week's answer: From the White
four-bedroom home with den, 1 1/2
baths and free cable. Must have proof
House to the moon
of income from work or parents.$325
monthly. Utilities included. No deposit.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Phone 369-5078.
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in cannerBIRTHDAYS
ies or $4,000*/month on fishing boats.
Betty Bridgman, 25, March 23, I
Free transportation! Room & Board! FOR SALE
hope you hsve s happy birthday. I
Male or Female. For employment program call 1 -206-545-4155 ext. A5534.
love you. Dsvld.
Paul McCartney tickets in Cincinnati.
Call 624-2006.
$20O-$50O WEEKLY Assemble prodPut your birthday wishes In the
ucts at home. Easy! No selling. You're
Progress Classifieds. Include name
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE SERVICES
and birthday, aga.and a brief mesInformation 24-Hour Hotline. 801 -379sage. Send to The Eastern
2900.
Copyright # KY019350
TYPING, Resumes, Term Papers, Progress.
Newsletters. WordPerfect 5.1 Word
$800 Weekly Possible! Working at
Processing (606)744-7376.
Home! 37 different opportunities from
BOOK EXCHANGE
a national corporation. Rush $1 and a
WORD PROCESSING - Fast, accuself-addressed stamped envelope to:
rate, APA, MLA. Two blocks from camT.L. Waikins, 122 Alycia Ave. #6, Richpus. Papers, reports, theses. Same BOOK EXCHANGE Is a free service
mond, KY 40475.
day possible. 623-3002 Marcia.
of The Eastern Progress. List book
title, edition, author and course for
GUARANTEED S400 - Two student
which It Is required. Include your
dubs needed for fall project. Your group MISCELLANEOUS
nsme end phone number. Send or
GUARANTEED at least $400. Must
call BEFORE END OF TERM! 1-800- MODELS for 1994 Annual EKU Swim- deliver to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex. The Progress
932-0528. Ext. 99.
suit Calendar. For details 624-2727.
will list your books In the next two
Issues of ths paper.
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS

LOANS

Train & Jump the same day for ONLY
QUICK CASH LOANS on cars and *90! Lackeys Airport. US25 South. 6
trucks. No job requirement-No credit mil8S ,rom By-Pass, turn right on
check-Students welcome. ABLE LOAN Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. For
in,
COMPANY 606-266-3773.
° call f606) 873-0311 or 986-8202
weekends.

FOR RENT

Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Jet there anytime for $169 from the
FOR RENT One attractively furnished East coasti $229 from the Midwest
room in private home. Phone, utilities, (when available) with AIRHITCH! (Recable/HBO included. Close to EKU. ported in Lers Go and New York Times.)
Call 624-1478 after 5:00 p.m.
AIRHITCH 9 212-864-2000.

Deadline for
classified ads is
Monday at noon.
Call 622-1872
for space.

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

RECYCLED PAPER
stocked in all self serve copiers
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION/TRANSPARENCIES

6<t COPIES
!

COLOR COPIES (40% reduction in price)
-photos
-graphs
Phone: 1 606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588

Sera-Tec
Biologicals
Formerly Campus Plasma Center

For being a new plasma donor.
Get $15 for every following visit.

1

624-9814
292 South Second St.
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COMPLAINT: MEETING: Syllabuses top first senate meeting
Continued from front page
Senate accused conies.
SPRING SENATE ELECTION WINNERS
A resolution calling for a $ I
raise in ihc student activity fee was
Senator-elect
College No. of votes
of apathy
also passed. The increase would go
Jeff rev Carter
Law Enforcement
Continued from front page
of Progress articles with comments
on the senate's apathy to pursue certain areas controlled by the administration, such as the parking problem.
Davis said in a letter to the senate,
"I hope you realize that the student
association was set up to say, present
and demand what you feel are workable solutions."
Davis described his reaction from
the senate as being mixed. 'There
were some who would have liked to
leave dead dogs on my doorstep and
others who would like to meet me
halfway," he said.
"I felt that the handout was completely uncalled for," said Julie
Neuroth, president of student association. "I think it is especially unfair
for someone to complain when they
don't have the whole facts and when
they haven't bothered to gel into contact with members of the student association."
She described one of student senale roles as "listening to students and
being their voice on campus." Another role of the senate she said was
"letting the administration know what
needs to be done."
"Icommend the senate on all their
accomplishments this year, but it has
taken me personally to walk through
the doors of senate to sec that the
accomplishments exist," Davis said.
Davis did not ask to speak to the
senate during the meeting but was not
asked by the senate to speak either.
"We chose not to have announcements today," Neuroth said. "It was
not meant as anything against him.
"Actually he would have been invited to speak, but we had a party
scheduled after the meeting and some
people had night classes, so we voted
not to have announcements."
Neuroth added that every speaker
that had appeared before student senate this semester has asked to speak
beforehand and Davis did not.
"AH he had to do was ask,"
Neuroth said.

toward the senate budget to increase
funds. "Most universities in Kentucky do this. We have the lowest
budget in the state," said Julie Neuroth,
president of student senate.
The senate also passed a resolution supporting further research of a
touchtone telephone registration
service.The new system being considered by the university could have other
applications, such as checking on admission status, financial aid, housing
and billing.
Although the university is currently considering such a system, it is
only a consideration at this time, said
Russ Enzie, associate vice president
for academic affairs.
Enzie said the system is still a few
years down the road due in large part
to budget cutbacks.

JeffCnaney
ArmelaClnm
Ben Conrad
Stephanie Drury
Heath Edmonds
Ju.tln Flora
James Hall
Bryan Hamon
Joseph Hoffman
Terri Johnson
Tommy Johnson
Tyson Johnson
Molly McDermott
KelllMcGowan
Daniel McSpadden
Missy Nicro
James Price
Crystal Ramsey
Amy Sackett
Lea Ann SRI*"
Patrick Snyder
William Sull
Lee ThrelkheW
Jennifer Vo

Soc. and Beh. Sciences
Applied Arts and Tech.
Business
Applied Arts and Tech.
At-large
At-large
Soc. and Beh. Sciences
Nat. and Math. Sciences
At-la
Allied Hearth and Nu
Nat. and Math. Sciences
At-iarfe
Allied Hearth and Nursing
Arts and HumanrUes
HPERA
Undeclared
______
Education
HPERA
Arts and Humanities
Law Enforcement
At-large
Atlarge
Undeclared
At-large

623-8561
One Pair Over $20
Exp, 04-30-93

"I
142
83
203
123
61
222
105
97
54
70
248
87
141
121
73
61
184

FACILITIES: Campus needs to meet requirements
Continued from front page
"Only two or three give us real
"The ADA has even greater con- problems as far as access," Moberly
cerns, including those expressed by said. "Some of the changes will be
the committee," Moberly said. Cue signs, things for those with visual
specific concern includes installing impairments and other disabilities as
electric openers for doors that have a well. Almost all the buildings have
high pull ratio.
something that needs improvement."
Moberly said estimates of how
Moberly said some of the improvemuch it will cost to bring Eastern up to ments will be able to be handled by
ADA standards now stands at roughly physical plant. A few will probably
$4 million.
have to be taken care of by private
"Within a month, we' II have more contractors.
definite figures," he said.
I f a panic ular facility is not handiThe research on exactly what will capped accessible, Moberly said those
be improved must be finished by Jan. classes would have to be moved to a
26.1994, but Moberly said he thinks facility that meets ADA regulations.
he will have a complete plan by the
Moberly stressed that his office
end of this fiscal year (July 1). The listens to students' complaints and
deadline for improvements to be made V tries to maintain accessibility on a
is 1997.
daily basis.
"But we handle complaints on a
"Every day we are looking at comday-to-day basis," he said.
plaints about restrooms and all that,"
Moberly did not name specific he said. "We do curb cuts on a conbuilding improvements but said that tinuing basis. It's a continual thing."
nearly every building will need some
Moberly said he did not realize
sort of work to meet requirements.
that Farris' phone calls and letters had

Shoe, Inc.

gone unanswered.
He said part of the problem was
that he was unclear on who should
handle the complaint because his office only handles student disability
questions, he said.
"I believe my administrative assistant talked with her. I'm going to
talk with her again," he said.
"If we failed to communicate properly, I'm sorry. I was under the impression that my administrative assistant had looked at the things in her
complaint"
Barrett said, though, that physical
accessibility is not the biggest boundry
handicapped students must contend
with on Eastern's campus.
"It's not as much about accessibility as acceptability," she said. "People
think we're this grotesque, twisted
body with no feelings. But I have a
mind, I want to learn and that's what
I'm here to do.
"Accessibility isaconcrete ramp,"
she said. "Acceptability is a smile."
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Hamm's BP
480 Eastern By-Pass

623-0604
We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sohk), BP Boron, BP Gulf.

.

Call us for your towing and road service
needs-24 hours a day.

Anderson Hair
on Mane
r

#ai

623-2300
103 E Main
feed to relax after a long weekend ?t
Try the Thrifty Dutchman
for your getaway

ALL ROOMS $22
(with EKU student I.D.)
Oflfer good Sun.- Thure. Expires 4-29-93

Thrifty Dutchman

Call 622-1872 by Monday at 11 a.m.
to advertise in next Thursday's edition,

'^Eastern By-Pass 6238814'
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RICHMOND'S ONLY INDEPENDENT AUTO PARTS STORE
Autowize

FRONT DISC BRAKES

^^_

7IWIZE
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER

531 Big Hill Avt.
Richmond

624-2990

Lube, Oil & Filter
W« don't juit do
■ IS minute oil ch.no*.
W» impact your car.

( J ADO

12'

G.M. Starters
As Low As

fQUMtll>

SlAl'

Install naw pada, raaurfaca rotor*, rapack
wbaal baanngt, install naw graasa Mala, add
naadad fluid, inspect system and road test.
(Rabuilt calipers and
.
aemi-metallic pads
Q M AQQ
axtra). Most cars and
W/IIJOO
light truck*.

49

IT'S TIME TO
RESERVE YOUR
TEXTS FOR THIS
SUMMER AND FALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP with SUN Diagnostic Computer
Wa'll install naw plugs, set timimg, adjust carburetor, (it applicable),
analyze system with SUN computer. Add
$4.00 lor standard ignition plus any
additional parts Most cars and light
trucks

4 Cyl.

6 Cyl.

8 Cyl.

$OQ95 $2488 $3g88 $4488

29

wMichano*

SMonnRCH
TIKES
Free road hazard and
mounting. Discount
prices available on
all sizes.

DOUGLAS BATTERY SALE
60 Month

$OC95

36

Batteries
WW
w/exohange
Group 24. 24F, 26, 70, 74

$

95
$
96
S
9S
39
49
59
Group 58,66,75 Omni 870 '
Omni 850

N/

.
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LOCALLY OWNED • LOCALLY OPERATED • PRICKS COOD TURK APRIL 28, IWJ
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Good luck on finals
from The University
Bookstore!

^UNIVERSITY
. BOOKSTORE
CENTER oi CAMPUS

The University Bookstore Reservation Form
Graduation is just around

the corner, and to keep front
missing out on any of
the excitement, check

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
on April 29th for the
special graduation section.
I Kll>\\. M'KII 2< \l ?I'M

T

\ I ION Mr I ION Ml S| III KIM K\ I I) KY
II \( I \\ \l>. ( \l 1.622-1872.

Social Security.
Name
Home Address
City, State, Zip Code.
Campus Address
DEPARTMENT

COURSE NUMBER

Reservation

SECTION NUMBER

NEW

USED
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Student UWR scheduled for June 30
falls off
tower
By Mark White

News editor

By Mark White
News editor

Early Friday morning, a university
student fell approximately 30 feet after climbing the water tower located
near Alumni Coliseum.
Michael Dingle. 20. Keene Hall,
climbed up the support rods of the
water tower about 12:30 a.m. and had
reached the second cross section of
bars when he fell.
A witness, Robert McQueen, Keene
Hall, told police Dingle hit the first
cross section of the tower bars on his
way down and landed on his back
when he reached the ground.
Dingle said he was told by police
that hitting the cross bars broke his fall
and probably kept him from being
injured more.
Dingle fractured his left wrist in
the fall and is wearing a cast but had no
internal injuries.
"I was pretty lucky, as I have been
told by many people," Dingle said.
Dingle said that although he had
been drinking earlier in the evening,
that did not play a role in his climbing
the tower because he had been planning on climbing the tower anyway.
"I'm a climber; if there is something to climb, I'll climb it," Dingle
said.
Dingle said he sticks mostly to
climbing rocks though.
Dingle was treated on the scene by
Guard Michael Kasitz and Cadet Steve
Gibbons, who both have emergency
medical technician status.
Treatment was taken over by Madison County Ambulance Service personnel when they arrived. Dingle was
stabilized and taken to Pattie A. Clay
Hospital's emergency room.
Dingle was released from the hospital Sunday night.
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety, sajd that a locked gate
installed on the water tower over the
ladder has cut down on the number of
people who have tried to climb it.

The University Writing Requirement (UWR) Advisory Committee
voted last Thursday to offer the UWR
this summer because approximately
530 students who have reached the
required number of hours have failed
to pass and /or take the exam.
"The deans, particularly ones who
are heads of colleges, wanted to give
students the opportunity to take the
exam this summer," said Jack Culross,
dean of undergraduate studies.
All full-time or part-time students
who entered the university after the
fall of 1989 as freshmen or transfer
students and who have 60 or more
credit hours are required to take the
exam. The exam will be offered June
30 at 5 p.m. in the Combs Building.
Nancy Lee-Riffe, a member of the
UWR advisory committee, said that
had she been at the meeting she would
have voted against offering the exam
this summer.
Lee-Riffe described the turnout for
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the UWR last summer as "not worth
the effort." Less than 100 students
took the exam last summer.
Lee-Riffe said she was not opposed to giving people a chance to
pass the exam but said it took the same
amount of preparation togive thecxam
for 100 people as it does for 700.
Students who fail to take or pass
the exam after they reach the 60-hour
point cannot take more than 12 hours
a semester until they pass it.
"The dean of each student who has
not satisfied the requirement provides

the enforcement. If the student enrolls
for more than 12 hours, it is up to the
dean todisenroll them," Hamack said.
"It looks to me from figures I have
seen it is enforced quite heavily,"
Culross said. Culross said of those
students who have not completed the
exam, those with more than 60 hours
this semester didn't have more than
12 hours.
Approximately 13.6 percent of the
students who take the exam fail it,
according to statistics from the UWR
advisory committee.
One reason students fail the exam
is they do not show up to take it
"In the past, one out of five students registered did not show up for
the exam," Hamack said.
Margaret Dean, a UWR advisory
committee member, said one reason
students fail the exam is that they
don't really know what to expect the
first time they take the exam.
Dean said that frequently students
end up in courses where not much
writing is required, and they get rusty
after they pass English 101.

REWARD YOURSELF!

Graduates Get $500 Off From GM!

If it's less than six months till you graduate or if you've
graduated within the last twelve months, you may qualify
for our special GM Graduate Program...
•$500 off any new car or truck -Easy financing
•No payment for 90 days
• Special Interest Rates
TAKE A TEST DRIVE! GET A FREE GIFT FROM GMI
Your choice of a leather portfolio, electronic data bank
or compact disc. Contact the dealer for more information.

623-0354

(next to Toyota South)

24 (12 oz) Bud & Bud Light

cansSI1.99
Old Milwaukee $22.95 KEGS
* CMh deposit r*quir*d

Student Special
Beef or Bean Enchilada
Rice or Beans

$2.49
Corner of First and
Water

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt by
'/„ up to a $55,000 limit for each year you
serve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
you'll have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

CHEVY • OLDS • GEO

GMAC

US 25 North • Berea • 986-3169

riNAW.i»i Sfnvcfs

. BE ALL YOU CAN

College Station Liquor

1424 East Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

100 Water St.

ph. 623-0890

Congratulations Graduating
Seniors "^8^

623-8265

RESTAURANT

MAKING THE GRADE
ON THE UWR
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Must have I.D.

Have you tried
those hot plate lunches
with homemade vegetables
from the Country Kettle?

See^College Station for all
your graduation party needs
This week's special
Natural Light
Natural
$8.50 case
m

FREE DELIVERY

Mar - Tan
Optical, Inc.
205 Geri Lane
623-4267
BUGLE BOT
E

Y

E

W

E

A

R.

With any $5.00 order

Save some cash by trading
your stash of old books
with other students!

Looks like a
Vivarin night.

use THE EASTERN PROGRESS Book Exchange to
sell any textbooks you've got left over from previous
semesters.

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to

Book titles

Courses
Name
Telephone number.

stay awake...make it
a Vivarin night!

Return completed forms to the
Progress office in Room 117
Donovan Annex. We will place a
free ad in the classifieds for
anyone who turns in a form.
Sorry, phone calls for the exchang won't be accepted.

*96
I

Revive with VIVARIN?
Urn ont, •* m« Conuma -^
oOn «u~~™ K 2 cup. irf co<1~
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HANDICAP: Day in wheelchair reveals obstacles for reporter

DEER RUN STABLES

Continued from front page

saw me struggling with a wheelchair.
map out an accessible course and then From others I got one of two reactions.
make my way from the infi/mary to
I passed strangers who first gave
the Cammack Building.
me looks of sympathy and then immePicture fora minute, me in a wheel- diately looked at my legs in search of
chair coming outof the Wallace Build- some deformity. If they didn't stare,
ing. Suppose I need to get something they pretended not to see me so they
from the bookstore.
wouldn't have lo react to my situation.
To get there, I would have to go
Some people held doors for me,
between Case and Wallace, onto Kit pushed elevator buttons and cleared
Carson Drive and around to the em- the way on the sidewalks for my chair.
ployee parking lot between Dupree
Though all the buildings I entered
Hall and the Powell Building.
have handicapped-accessible doors
From there, I could push myself and elevators, being in the wheelchair
the length of Powell and get to the was anything but a convenience.
bookstore. Compare that to the simple
I had tocircle each building to find
walk up the stairs that most students the handicapped door to avoid stairs,
would have to accomplish.
and even the slightest slope of the
Picture me on a rainy day strug- ground made my arms ache.
gling with an umbrella and books that
The sidewalk between the bookslip out of my lap into puddles. Pic- store and the front of Case is steep
ture me crossing Lancaster Avenue in enough to make my arms cramp up
a wheelchair. I didn't try it.
and refuse to keep working after pushAnother trip that isn't a problem ing myself across campus.
for any walking person but is a nuiAfter today, I will still stop to help
sance for disabled people is the simple a handicapped person if I sec they
task of going from the second floor of really need it. However, I will stop
the Donovan Annex to the first.
showing such open sympathy for
A person in a wheelchair has to handicapped people and going out of
leave the building and go around a my way to help them because I know
Progress photo by JAY ANGEL
circular driveway meant for cars and that they just want to be treated as
Progress Activities editor Angle Hatton spends a day In a
through a parking lot to get there.
normal people, not as curiosities.
People who know me were
Handicapped people are, after all, wheelchair and discovers obstacles handicapped students face
as she tries to enter the door to the Infirmary Wednesday.
shocked and concerned when they college kids just like the rest of us.

Scenic Trail Rides
♦Hayrides *01d Time
Log Cabin Overnight Camping
Open to the public

(606) 527-6339

Mardi Gras
Thursday, April 29
8 p.m. to midnight
Dupree Hall Rec Room
Free admission, food and prizes
Costume optional

DISPUTE: Library construction resumes with new contractor
Continued from front page
give other contractors another opportunity for the project.Middlcton said
the state canceled both the original job
packages and rebid the project under
one package for one contractor.
Joe Meyer, state project engineer,
said the original two bids totaled
$538,247 while the new bid totaled
$683,500. The new bid includes other
variables not included in the original
bids such as lead paint removal from
the inside of the structure.
The renovation of the University
Building is pan of a project that will
merge the structure with the library.
The building will become a fourfloor extension of the library, but only
the top two floors will be used for
library purposes, leaving the bottom
two floors for classes.
The project is estimated to be finished by May 1994.

BOOK SHED

JOHN GRANT CRABBE LIBRARY MAKEOVER

University Shopping Center
Richmond, Ky.

Cost: $11.7 million
Completion date: May 1994
Special features: Glass and
cut limestone exterior;
complete interior and
exterior renovation of
University Building

Telephone (606)624-1576

NEW & USED BOOKS
10% Off all NEW BOOKS all the time.

10% OFF COUPON
Get an additional 10 % off
all new books with this coupon
One coupon per cuatomer. Mxpkm U*j 91.19S9.
Progress graphic by JOE CASTLE

^m^mumsamkm

IT IS BACK
6 INCH COLD CUT
COMBO SUB
ONLY $1.49

624-8600

(No coupon necessary. For a limited time
only. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.)
Mon. -Sal. 11 a.m. ■ 1 a.m.. Sunday 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE • EASTERN BY-PASS, OPPOSITE DENNY'S

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
18"MONSTER
MASH
2 Toppings

Total Body
Tanning

$9.95

Salon

Plus Tax

is moving

Grand Opening Sunday May 2
Stop by our new location
in the University Shopping Center
and register for great prizes
to be given away!
New stand-up Hex booth and new line of clothing!
We will be open Sunday at noon

623-9351

r..— ..... -———.,

TWO 14" LARGE
2 Toppings
4 Drinks

$11.98
Plus Tax

14" LARGE
2 Toppings
2 Drinks

$6.98

Plus Tax

^
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VANDALISM:
Damages to
autos increase

INTRODUCING

SIBLING RIVALRY

NEW! Systeme Biolage*
Hydro-Active" Hair Masque

Continued from front page

ymatrix

ule, because it would have been very
risky to steal his truck without knowing how much time they had to do it.
Danny Owens, a 21-year-old
Keene Hall resident, said he's pretty
sure the damage to his car wasn't the
result of a personal attack.
"I parked my car on the side of
Kccnc Hall and went out there the
next morning and there was a scratch
all across the hood, and there were
eight other cars in a row that had the
same thing done to them," Owens
said.
Walker said many of the vandals
who damage cars at random arc not
caught, but when they arc they usually
share a common characteristic.
"When we catch people involved
in strictly criminal mischief on vehicles, invariably the report and the
citation starts out, 'subject was observed doing whatever, upon contact
had a strong smell of alcoholic beverages about this person,'" said Wynn.
Wynn said although the characteristics of the criminals are common,
they have been known to come from
different places.
The vandals are usually students
of the university or Richmond residents, he said.
"We've encountered both over the
years and arrested both over the years,"
Walker said. "Sometimes it's both at
the same lime — we'll have two different groups working different methods of operations."
Walker said the public safety department docs its best at trying to
apprehend the vandals but often receives help from outside sources.
"Often we catch people because
students themselves will take the time
and try to help other people out and
report it when they see somebody act
suspicious in the lots," he said.

ESSENTIALS

Progress photo by BRETT DUNLAP

Big sib Heather Thnmerdlng holds on to her little sister Courtney as Stephanie Schaefer
(right) douses her with a cup of water during Lll' Slbs Weekend festivities Saturday.

Debate continues over lectureship
By Jason Owens
Staff writer

If one were to ask an Eastern student what a lectureship is, it would
probably elicit a shrug of the shoulders. If one were to ask a faculty
member the same question, it would
probably elicit his or her opinion on a
controversial new faculty position.
In a forum sponsored by Eastern's
chapter of the American Association
of University Professors Tuesday, the
topic of lectureship positions was presented to an audience of 30 faculty
members.

STRAIGHT
TALK

Lightly Breaded

Fish Dinner
2 Lightly Breaded Fish Fillets
French Fries
Cole Slaw
<£ *^\ QQ
Hush Puppies

ONLY

m

flSHRIMP & 1 KIIS M('HI('KI-:\& FRIKS
Jite Size Shrimp,
I fries,.hush
| cocKtau'
sauce
One coapoa per cauorraa. Nol

«• /■*■»« . hChicken, fries,
* Z
I "sh puppies, &
sauce
sSait-^ , Sweet & Sour sa
per cvsuam Not

e.^-d wifti any oOar coaaoaor

ti&JSSSfo

| rbcoanlofln Ewnl-S-il
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Dan Robinetle, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, and
Dominick Hart, chairman of the English department, spoke about the roles
and findings as members of the lectureship committee.
Robinette defined lectureship positions as being for individuals not on
"the tenure track," which includes faculty members not in possession of a
PhD who teach on a less than full-time
basis. He mentioned that other universities have similar positions for their
non-doctorial instructors. Up to 20
percent of the faculty members of a
given university are not on the tenure

COUPON

FISH & I RIFS

track, he said.
Robinette said some of the ad vantages of these positions are that the
lectureships create continuity and provide flexibility for department faculty based on studentenrollmenL Lectureships can be added when enrollment is high in a department and then
dropped when enrollment goes down.
Robinette said that some of the
disadvantages of the positions, according to the AAUP committee findings, include a fear of de facto tenure
after six years for a lectureship and
how they could weaken the intellectual life of a department.

•April 24th - 9a.m. - 6 p.m.
•In salon Biolage promotion
•Biolage products discounted 15%
•free Biolage samples
•Come in to register for drawings for free products
and free services
•Biolage rep. "Brandle" will be in salon for FREE
hair analysis

Richmond Mall
All students with a valid E.K.U.
ID receive 20% off services
every Thursday.
Mon.-Fri. 9 to 8, Sat. 9 to 6, Sun. 12:30 to 5.

»&£.

JCPenney
Styling Salon

< 1993. JCPannay Company. Inc

WANTED
'TOP-NOTCH PERSONNEL

Indicate Your Interest^
BfiWith a Check
Finals Week

Summer

Fall

Any
CompMete

Fish, fries,
hush puppies,
& tartar sauce

Dinner

I Ona coupon per ccustomer. Not
' food »iOi ny other
iKj coupon i

tot

a roailChmorid. k.
KY LKL

Part-Time

n pet lutuimr Nol
. aood »ith any other ...
1*' dacount offer hiprci *-28-93.
ll»9Bcreari«d. rfjchm.inj. KY I.KI

Full-Time

Steak & Shrimp Dinner

s

• 4 oz. Steak
<£ wmAQ
5 Butterfly Shrimp
Slaw • Fries • Breadstick
NOW SLRVING DLLICIOLS BAKED POTATO

4*w«»>B*>»0"^i**w«»>li*>»90,*ft
AUTHORIZED NOVELL

99 DAY* SAME A5CASH

WORD HKEECT EDUCATIONAL DEALER

486DX-33

$1039.

Applications are available - Today
(Have your schedules & availabilities ready)

-JOB OPPORTUNITIES-

TM> Syalaa. lactaaha:
l>eaklao C'aac. 4MB RAM. HI Kcybaard
MS-DOS 5. 1.2 ar 1.44 Floppy. 2 VI P/l C
I Year WarraajtT Parti «. Ufctlnn Labor
llard DHva at VlaVa an OtHliml

Another U.B.S. Advantage

90 Days Same As Cash Available (OAC)

PC Sustens Buuer's Guide For The Personal CoaputBr

ttalvereHy IBook & Supply

Can i get parts far it? When shopping lor a pc ask about availability of parts

At U.B.S. - STUDENTS Are The WINNERS
And We APPRECIATE VOUP BUSINESS,

for either upgrading or repairing your computer All <>l the highly promoted
brands use "proprietary" motherboards with everything built in (controllers,
video, serial & parallel ports). Ihis saves you money initially However,
when your printer port dies you are faced wiih buying a new motherboard
for hundred* of dollars . provided the company is still in business Fixing
a printer port on a PC Systems oomputer ctnts about SI 3 00
Introducing a great new computer game

Now Available

Wildcat Basketball Trivia
for Windows

$24.95

2.88MBFloppy
Drives/Con trollers
WordPerfect $135.
I dm Mfjona/ pricing. Call (or details.

PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet

£j± 638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center Richmond. KY £k
Csl 606-624-5000 Hours 9am-6pm Mon-Fn . I0am-4pm Sat (M
Servaaj you at Defray Beach. -Juan Weal faaan Beach. 11. SI l-ouu. MO. Richmond. K V
AUTHORIZED NOVtUX "

I DAYS SAME A3 CASH

WORD riRHII EDI'CAIIONAI. DEALER
f

CASH
UsWoOKS!

JBRING YOUR BOOKS TO-L

WE BUY BOOKS
EVERYDAY,
ALL DAY

HOURS: Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Unive r»ity Book * Supply
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Rock is still No. 1
to EKU die-hards
The Progress ran a music
survey April 8. The survey
questions Included favorite
song from the 90s, favorite
song from all time, favorite
album, favorite band, best
party album, best concert,
best concert ever attended
and concert you most want
to see.
Fifty eight students responded.
Bands like Pink Floyd,
Rush, Lynyrd Skynyrd and
Led Zeppelin dominated the
favorite band and favorite
song of all time categories.
Favorite alternative

bands Included the Red Hot
Chill Peppers and Nine Inch
Nails.
Favorite heavy metal
bands included Metallica
and Guns n' Roses.
Other favorite bands
mentioned were Jimmy
Buffett, 10,000 Maniacs,
R.E.M., Prince and Pearl
Jam.
But the main consensus
of all surveys showed that
students liked a variety of
music. Among them include
London Sym phony Orchestra, Garth Brooks, Meatloaf
and the Village People.
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MAII-ORCJER MUSIC clubs
OFFER SAVINGS, HASSlES *0
By Emily Leath
Contributing writer
Freshman Sharon Morley, a dietetics major from Dover, Pa., was
excited. She received a package in the
mail. "Oh! My CDs finally came."
she exclaimed.
. She opened the box to find eight
compact discs, all for the low price of
$1.86. That's right; 300 minutes of
listening pleasure for less than two
bucks.
The next day the same scene occurred. This time four discs arrived
with a note that four more were on the
way. Once she paid the bill for those,
which was only the cost of one disc
plus shipping and handling, she could
send away for three more at no cost.
That was two months ago. And
that, by the way, is 21 CDs or roughly
17 and a half hours or lOOOminutcsof
music sitting on a shelf. Three still
remain unopened and she admitted
she probably has only listened to about
half of the music.
Morley belongs to both Columbia
House and BMG, popular mail-order
music clubs.

Sunday ads

Inside
■ "Get a
Grip" with
Aerosmith's
latest release.
See PREVIEW,
B2.
■ Reviewer
said audience is
still waiting for
Godot. See
ARTS, B3.
■ Professor
plans to travel
overseas and
study other
cultures. See
PEOPLE, B4.

^"•Hawk .

——■

—

■ Derek
Schaefer didn't
let his knee
surgery end his
tennis career.
See SPORTS,
B8.
Did you know?

Next week
■ The Great
Outdoors

—Jennifer Lawson

Morley's roommate, freshman
Lori Shafcr from Windsor, III., had a
different attitude. "I gota lot of music
for not a lot of money," she said.
Of the 20 compact discs Shafcr
has ordered from BMG, most of them
country, she estimated the average
price of $4. She figured out she saved
$200 by taking advantage of sales and
bonuses.
Both c lubs offer complicated specials to members, such as a free selection with purchase of two others, or
half price on a second recording.
Both clubs offer free CD incentives for signing new members. Shafcr
said she got over half her collection
that way.
Once members have fulfilled the
contract, bonuses become more significant But that is where the big
difference between the two clubs lies.
Columbia House members are required to buy six CDs or eight cassettes at full price while BMG members, after paying for a full-price CD,
arc eligible for any bonus offers.
Full price in both clubs range from
$7.98 to $10.98 for tapes and $12.98
to $15.98 for compact discs. Add to
that shipping and handling charges of
$1.99 for one selection, $1.39 for the
second choice and $ 1.19 for each additional album.
But with bonuses and sales, it is
possible to buy cassettes for as low as
$3.99 and CDS for $9.99.
It is easy for members to take
advantage of the savings.
Freshman Samantha Bennett from
Hopkinsvillc. Ky., said, "My sister
belongs, and I have her gel them for
me. It winds up costing mc only $5."

Columbia House, now owned by
Sony Music, started its club in the
1950s by offering rock V roll on
vinyl. Remember the good old daysof
45s and real "albums?"
Since rock V roll infant days,
other clubs have come and gone, but
Columbia House and BMG Music
Service remain popular and prosperous in the mail-order music business.
Their ads appear in almost every
Sunday newspaper. Incentives drip
from the glossy pictures, luring music
fans in. "Free CDs! No further obligations! Buy one, get one for $2.99!"
But are these offers too good to be
true? Larry Bryant, a freshman from
Richmond, said, "From what I've
heard, they're a good deal."
Jennifer Lawson, a junior nursing
major from Pennsylvania, thought differently. "I think they basically sucker
people in and rip them off."
Mail order rip-off
Morley agreed with Lawson. She
Other members admitted to worksaid she joined because of the sign up
incentives and admitted she probably ing the system to maximize savings.
"I'd join to get all the frccbies in
got suckered in.
"I'm going to let my membership the beginning and then cancel my
run out once I fulfill my contract," she membership once I bought what was
said. "It'sapain filling out all the forms required," Dan George, a former member of both clubs, said.
and overall, the prices are worse."

■ Join the
Earth Day
celebration. See
ACTIVITIES, B5.

■ Today singers
Glen Campbell,
Paul Carrak,
Peter Frampton
and violinist
Yehudi Menuhin
celebrate their
birthdays.

" / think they basically sucker
people In and rip them off. 9f

Shane Varney,
a sophomore
police
administration
major from
Forest Hills,
has been to
two Bon Jovl
concerts; one
In Huntlngton,
W. Va., and
the other In
Charleston,
W. Va. "They
ana awesome
in concert,"
he said.

George now manages Record
Town, located in the Richmond Mall.
"At first it's a real bargain," he said.
"But they obviously make it up somewhere. They charge list prices plus
shipping and handling. A CD winds
up costing S18 or $19."
At Record Town cassettes arc normally $6.99 to$10.49. Compactdiscs
start at $11.99 and go up to $16.99.
The store also has the Top 15 albums
on sale for around $7.99 a cassette or
$12.99 a CD.
Price was just one of the advantages George sees retail stores have
over the clubs. He said his store has
many more titles and is more convenient.
"We have 3-4,000 titles, while
they (music clubs) only have a couple
hundred," George said. "Plus the
music is right here, whereas there you
have to wait six or eight weeks."
Actually, though, accord ing to the
Columbia House McmbcrshipGuidc,
selections should arrive within three
weeks after the company received the
order in Terrc Haute, Ind.
An issue of Columbia House's catalog.Thc Mask; Sourcc,offcrcdovcr2,000
albums. As new releases come out, they
arc added to the periodic mailings.
Another gripe of members was the
hassle of the monthly response cards.
Each catalogue showcases a selection
which will be sent and billed to the
member unless the c nc loscd " no thanks"
card is returned within 10 days.
"If you're any bit irresponsible,
you're going to be spending unwanted
money," George said.
"You know what I hate is when you
forget to reply, and they send you something like R.E.M. or the "Dances With
Wolves" soundtrack," Mike Kinder, a
junior from Fort Bragg, N.C., said. 'If
you send it back, you still have to pay
shipping and handling."
Shipping and handling obviously arc
not added to the price atarciail store. But
then again the average shopper probably
can't save $200 on 20 CDs.
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CEMENTS
along with special guest
Cross Eyed Mary, will be
playing April 30 and May 1
at Phone 3 Lounge. Cover
charge is $2 and the Cain's
Rage cassette will be on
sale.

jTtiMSft
WRITING REQUIREMENT

MUSIC: The Cyclone
Rangers will be playing
through Saturday at Phone
3 Lounge. Shows begin at
8 p.m nightly.
MUSIC: A single reed recital will be presented by
the Clarinet and Saxophone Studio at 7:30 p.m.
in Posey Auditorium in the
Stratton Building. The recital is free and open to the
public.
COUNTRY
DANCE:
There will be a country
western dance from 8 to
11 p.m. There will be a $3
charge for students and a
$4 charge f or nonstudents.

mammHONORS PROGRAM:
Seniors finishing up the
Honors Program will be
presenting their senior theses from 2-7 p.m., and 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
in the Kennamer Room of
the Powell Building A dinner will be held at 7:15
p.m. in the Blue Room of
the Keen Johnson Building. For more information
about the Honors Society,
contact Bonnie Gray at
1403.
Send your
announcements for
Preview to Jerry
Pennington or Angie
Hatton at 117 Donovan
Annex before 4:30
Monday

"vmmmm^l^m^^i

HAYRIDE: There will be a
free hayride and cookout
at
7:30
p.m.
at
Meadowbrook Farm. Sign
up at Case or O'Donnell
Halls front desk or call Amy
at 2079 or Kelly at 5091.

The UWR advisory committee has decided to administer the University Writing
Requirement during the summer session.
The exam will be at 5 p.m. June 30 in the
Combs Building. All full-time students who
entered the university after the fall of 1989,
and have completed 60 or more hours must
take the exam. Students should see their
adviser to register.
MUSIC: Yellow Dye #5 will
be playing at 8 p.m. at Talk
of the Town on First Street.

^mmr.
SHOW CHOIR: There will
be a show choir festival at
Renfro Valley from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and a concert in
Brock Auditorium at 7:30
p.m.

through April 29 from 4:45
to 5:45 in Begley Gym 118.
Tryouts will be at 10 a.m.
May 1 in Weaver Dance
Studio.

YOGA
WORKSHOP:
Amanda McMaine Smith
will be teaching a yoga
workshop from 6 to 8 p.m.
May 4, in the Weaver
Dance Studio. The cost is
$14 for nonstudents and
$10 for students. Contact
Marianne McAdam at 1901
for reservations. The class
is limited to 20 people.

Recordsmith Top 10

ART: Graduating seniors
in the art department will
have their work on display
in the Bachelor of Fine Arts
Exhibit in Giles Gallery. An
opening ceremony will be
held at 2 p.m. The show
will run through May 8.

mmam<
DANCE
COLONEL
CLINIC: Clinic will be held

MUSIC: Gay Lynn Hays, a
graduate student in choral
conducting, will present a
choral conducting recital
at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
RISQUE BUSINESS: Risque Business, a look at
contemporary campus issues, will be performed at
8 p.m.
in the Pearl
Buchanan Theatre next to
Keen Johnson. Admission
is free.

MUSIC: Cain's Rage,

623-7070

Jack The Mad Dog
Bear and Glory

°

j£%4

The
Amos &
Andrew Bodyguard

9:30
Sat & Sun
4:15-9:30

7
Sat & Sun
1:30-7

sV^

9:15
Sat & Sun

7:15
Sat & Sun

TOWNE CINEMA
Main Si • 623-0532

STARTS FRIDAY!

Nightly
Sunday
7:00 & 9:30 1, 3:20, 7 ft 9:30
TOM CRUISE

BUCCANEER
DRIVE-IN
NOW OPEN
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
THEVRE BACK...

TEEKAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES I
AND
BE

-WI*P
MUSIC: Eastern's music
department will present its
annual Ice Cream Concert
at 3 p.m. in the Van
Peursem Pavilion on campus.

Eastern By-Pass
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A FEW
ra GOOD MEN

itUsBTO
MUSIC: The EKU Faculty
Piano Trio will perform its
final recital of the 1992-93
season at 7:30 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium.

University Cinemas

" Trust In The Lord With All
Your Mieht"
•dvertMrirvm

LAMMM. ■

1. Aerosmith, "Get a
Grip"
2. Silk, "Lose Control"
3. Covardakt/ Pag«,
"Coverdale/ Page"
4. Primus, "Pork Soda"
5. Paperboy, "The Nine
Yards"
6. D.J. Magic Mike, "Bass"
7. Lenny Kravltz, "Are You
Gonna Go My Way'
8. Stranglmarlln,
"Wiregrass"
9. Stephen Stills, "Stills
Alone"
10. Quicksand, "Slip"

LOADED
WEAPON I

A Motorcycle RiderCourse is foi
everyone who wants to have more
fun riding, while becoming i
better, safer rider Call 1-8(10 *^J
447-4700 to join the class
MtTsacTCiE stf nr FMMMTWH '

Since 1978

cassettes
posters
t-shlrts

Richmond Mall Movies 8
GUYS CUTS
$9
GIRLS WET CUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15

With Student I.D.
112 ST. GEORGE ST
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

OZJOOSl

Student/Faculty discount
*with valid 1993 EKU I.D.
^Present I.D. before buying ticket
*any time/any movie
Find Out What You Don't
Know About Cancer.

623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Pizza Hut

Madison Co. Crisis Pregnancy Center
3l6Geri Lane
Richmond, KY 40475
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Confidential Services,
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BFA exhibit
opens Sunday
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This May, seven students will be
receiving a bachelor of fine arts degree from Eastern.
Asa final tribute, their work will be
displayed in the Giles Gallery Sunday
when the 1993 BFA Art Exhibit begins.
The show, which will be multimedia, begins with an opening reception at 2 p.m.
In the area of ceramics, seniors
Melissa Bradford and Liz Spurlock
will be graduating.
Bradford and Spurlock were both
most inspired by faculty member Joe
Molinaro.
"He works with you as an individual so you can get the most out of
yourself and can apply it to your work,"
Bradford said.
Two of the students, James Fowler
and Andy Long, will specialize in the
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Rebecca J. Smith, Wesley Akers and Damon Boggess
perform In Samuel Beckett's play "Waiting lor Godot." The

u

show opened Wednesday In Gilford Theatre, and
performances will run through Saturday.

I'd like to gel my hands on the
drugs Samuel Beckett must have
been doing when he wrote "Wailing for Godot," the theater
department's new play which
opened last night.
If I could, I might be able to
understand what it's about.
I saw the dress rehearsal Monday night and from the moment the
play staned until I fell asleep at
about 2 a.m. that night, my brow
was furrowed with worry.
I worried that I was losing my
mind and that maybe "Godot" made
perfect sense, and I just couldn't
grasp it.
Every time someone in the audience laughed, that conviction
grew stronger.
The actors just stood on a street
corner waiting for Godot and complaining that they were bored and
unhappy.
They kept repcati ng actions and
dialogue over and over. The characters would forget from one day
to the next what they had done and
would spend half an hour trying to
figure it out, all the while repeating
yesterday's action.
Vladimir, nicknamed Dec Dec
and played by Damon Boggess,
kept grabbing his crotch and running off-stage. Estragon.callcdGo
Go and played by Rebecca J. Smith,
each time followed to the edge of
the stage and giggled, watching
Dec Dec until he came back.
His fly was always undone
when he came back. Don't ask me
what he was doing.
Vladimir is cither an 1 1-ycarold boy or a senior citizen. He is
identified as both and 1 was, you

guessed it, con■ REVIEW
fused again.
The viewers
"Godot" will
should not try too
be playing
hard to view this through
play, widely reSaturday
garded as one of night In
Beckett's greatGlfford Theest works.on a atre. Tickets
literal level.
are $5 for
I tried so hard adults and $4
to understand it for students.
that sometimes I
Shows start at
didn't realize 8 p.m.
something funny
had been said
until I heard others laughing.
I read into it every possible meaning. At first I thought it was some kind
of modern interpretation of the Bible.
Later 1 thought it must be about the
plight the homeless.
There were recurring messages
about how humans slick to senseless
habits, about people who won't give
up hoping even when they know they'll
never gel what they arc looking for
and about people who arc nol happy
and don't know why.
All the while, I kept waiting for
these problems to be resolved or for
the moral of the story to hit me.
It never happened. If I ever have
ihc opportunity to sec this play again,
I'll just sit back and enjoy the bizarre
humor and stop trying to understand
its literary and moral importance.
The cast, which only consisted of
five, did an exceptional job of interpreting these complicated characters.
Overall, I can't say that I loved it
because I'm too used to TV sitcoms
with applause machines that tell me
exactly when to laugh.
It is, though, a nice break from the
usual assembly-line entertainment as
long as the viewer takes my advice
and doesn't try too hard to understand.

area of jewelry and mctalsmithing.
After graduation, Long said he
plans to work as a jeweler and possibly open his own business.
Fowler said professor Tim
Glottbach inspired him Ihc most.
"He gcus you excited about what
you're doing, and he treats you like an
equal," Fowler said.
David Millcrand John Winkle arc
both graduating students who specialize in painting.
Miller was inspired by faculty
member Charles Hclmuth.
"He loves his work and he realizes
a studenLs' potential and pushes them
to bring the best out of them," Miller
said.
Rounding out the graduating class
is sculptor Mike Hale.
The show will run through May 8.
Giles Gallery hours are 9:15 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 2-5 p.m. Sunday.

Show choir features
a variety of styles

'Waiting for Godot'
By Angie Hatton
Activities editor
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Progress staff report
A variety of music is going to be
offered this Saturday when Eastern's
show choir presents its spring concert
in Brock Auditorium.
Performances will range from a
Cole Porter medley to a country medley to Broadway show tunes. The
evening will even offer a medley of
the "World's Silliest Songs."
"It has something for just about
everyone," Rob Lawrence, showchoir
director, said. "We want ouraudiencc
to go away thinking that we planned
the show just for them."
The Cole Porter selections will
include" Anything Goes," "Let" s Misbehave," "My Heart Belongs to
Daddy" and "Friendship."
Some country selections include
"Don't Rock the Jukebox,"
"Grandpa," "Crazy," "Forever and
Ever, Amen," "Mountain Music" and
"Mommas, Don't Let Your Babies
Grow Up to be Cowboys."
Titles, such as "Mairzy Doats,"
"We Have No Bananas" and "Wooly
Bully," are among the "World's Silliest Songs."
Also, the concert will feature so-

SPRING CONCERT
8 p.m. Saturday
Brock Auditorium

$1 admission
Call 3266 for
reservations
los by Jennifer Harmon, April Ramsey,
John Pyka, Sabrina West, Stephanie
Miller, Robert Coffcy and Shawn
Sizemorc.
A sellout crowd is expected, since
the event is held in conjunction with
Alumni Weekend and the H igh School
Show Choir Spectacular at Renfro
Valley.
The top high school band from the
Renfro Valley competition will also
be invited to perform.
The show choir will be backed by
a seven-piece ensemble.
The concert begins at 8 p.m. Saturday.
To reserve tickets, call the music
office at 3266.
Tickets are SI, and any left over
will be sold at the door.

JACK'S^
CLEANERS

_J

"Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prides"
TAILOR ON PREMISES
at
210 ST. GEORGE STREET
Progress photos by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Boggess and Akers play the roles of Vladimir and Lucky In
the offbeat comedy offered by the theater department.

Also visit
205 W»ier Slieet
Downtown
Kidimond

624-4268
DRIVE-THRU

623-6244

Alterations and Repairs

"Ask About
Student Discounts'
Just Off Campus

FULL SERVICE • CASUAL DINING
FRIDAY BBQ BUFFET

Call

•PORK
-VEGETABLES
•BEEF
-BEANS
•CHICKEN -SALAD BAR
•RIBS
-DESSERTS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT $7.25

623-0330
For Fast

SATURDAY
FREE SOPAPILLAS
WITH ALL DINNERS

FREE DELIVERY!
200 S Second St Richmond. KY

EASTERN BY-PASS
2 BLOCKS EAST OF 1-75
FOR TAKE OUT CALL 624-1340
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Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass
623-5014
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Will Honor Competitors
Coupons
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Prices DO NOT Include Sales Tax

Minimum Delivery $4.25
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EXPIRES
4-30-93

PARTY PIZZA
Extra Large 20"

$590

With 2 toppings &
623-0330
EXPIRES
4-30-93

(irecn pepper & onion add 75ea >
f Not v:\Uii with otht" oilers!

623-0330
EXPIRES
4-30-93

& 1 LITER PEPSI
iNdi v-aiiit with olhei otters)

$1222

2 liters of Pepsi
(Nut valid with other offers)

Present this coupon for a

SPECIAL

LARGE 14" PIZZA
with 2 TOPPINGS

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only
$3.11
Steak Hoagies
$3.73
Salads
$2.12
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
$4.67
Garlic Bread
$1.42
Liter Drinks 90<T
Frito-Lay Chips 71«
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Diet Pepsi

$6«4

PIZZA SUB
SPECIAL
623-0330

Pizza Sub. Garlic Bread.
& Liter Soft Drink

EXPIRES
4-30-93

(Not v.ilid with other offers)

$467
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Graveling abroad
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Professor to visit
other cultures,
sample their food
Staff report
Imagine spending six
weeks of your summer
traveling between Hawaii, China and Hong
Kong.
Thai's what Margaret
McCarthy, associate professor and director of
Eastern's Community
Nutrition Program, is doing.
McCarthy will spend
May 24 through July 2 in
Hawaii, China and Hong
Kong to learn about the
food and agricultural systems of other countries,
emphasizing on Asia and
the Pacific region.
McCarthy applied for
the program, called the
Hawaii International Program in Food and Agricultural Sciences, and received a partial scholarship.
This program is sponsored by the College of
Tropical Agriculture and

Human Resources of the
University of Hawaii at
Manoa.
It was started to increase knowledge of agriculture to help instructors put that focus in their
classes.
The first portion of the
program will be centered
on the Manoa campus.
From there, the participants will go to Beijing,
China, then spend three
weeks in the Guangzhou
region, at the South China
Agricultural University.
McCarthy and the
other participants will
also stop briefly in Hong
Kong, where they will
examine the relationship
of food and agriculture
between China and Hong
Kong.
She is looking forward
to meeting other instructors in the nutrition field,
as well as the people of
China.
"I think it's always fun

Drop in sometime!
Wednesday Nights, 8:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. E
Powel Building
For More Information
phone: 624-0241

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
713 West Main St.
623-8535
Van leaves the Daniel
Boone statue IS mm.
before each service
Sponsors of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd & 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.

Send your
announcements for
PEOPLE to Amy
Etmans or Angle
Hatton at 117 Donovan
Annex before 4:30
Monday

Nine university graduates will be inducted into the
university's Hall of Distinguished Alumni April 24. Among
them are: 1971 graduate Mary Mitchell Adderton, who is a
assistant principal at Valley Elementary School in Hot Springs,

Wednesday

Powell Building. Room D

Bible study - 7 p.m.

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER

u
405 University Drive
Rev. Arthur Conaway Minister
Tuesday, 9 p.m. Holy Communion
Home phone: 624-2430

Progress photo by JAY ANGEL

McCarthy, who Is director of Eastern's nutrition
prog ram,will travel abroad this summer.
to find out what other
people eat and live,"
McCarthy said.
McCarthy joined the
ranks of Eastern faculty
in 1981 and teaches basic
nutrition to undergradu-

ates and public health
nutrition to graduate students.
Before coming to
Eastern, McCarthy spent
20 years in the public
health service.

New Orleans

•fsCafe

BRIEFS
The ROTC department will host the retirement ceremony of Eastern graduate Col. John C. Parrish, Commander, USA Third Region, USA ROTC Cadet Command,
Fort Rilcy, Kan., at 3 p.m. April 23. The ceremony will be
conducted by the university ROTC Cadet Corps in front of the
Keen Johnson Building. Parrish will be awarded the Legion
of Merit by Maj. Gen. Arnold. Commander, ROTC Cadet
Command.

Sunday
Bible Study - 10 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6 p.m.

Deliciously Different

Va; 1972 graduate Harold G. Campbell, who is a president
and CEO of Farmers State Bank in Booneville; 1980 graduate
David P. Grise, who is an assistant U.S. attorney; 1965
graduate C. Leroy Mullins Jr., who is head athletic trainer at
the University of Mississippi; 1955 graduate Rodney R.
RatlifT, who is founder of Frankfort Scrap Metal, Lexington
Scrap Metal and Lexington Recycling; 1964 graduate George
Riddings Jr., who is a life insurance agent; 1977 graduate
Mindy Shannon, who is news anchor at WLEX-TV in Lexington; 1968 graduate Kenneth K. Spurlock, who served as
president of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of English/
Language Arts; and 1965 graduate Tom H. CofTey, who is
presidentand CEOof Lincoln National Midstxith Corporation.

Is

242 S. Second Street • 624-3895
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Dr. William R. Isaacs
Optometrist
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Expires April 29,

Dr. William T. Reynolds
Optometrist

Dr. C. L. Davis
Optometrist

We Deliver
624-9241

•
•
•

Corner of Second and Water

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.
Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Terms
Available

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

sit iieo
OZ 3-3 J5o
Member of Kentucky Optometrk
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Association
Association

All Brands of Contacts
Soft & Semi-Soft
Permalens
Bifocal
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HELP WANTED
1

Would you lifca to work for

mmmi

2 Would you lik« to set your own

THE U.B.S. ADVANTAGE

hours'

3 Art you s#H-motrvaled'>
4 Are you a b-t of an entrepreneur~>
If you answered YIS to al of the above you
are jutt the person we it looking tot1
Ai an Americas Passage Cametii Res
rsieslathre you will be responsible for
placing advertising on bulletin boards
You wil also have the opportunity to work
on marketing programs for such cherts
as American lipst* Ford IBMandATlT
There are no sale* involved Msny of our
reps stay with us long after graduaton
For mort information cal or write us at
tha following addftejs

$$$ INSTANT CASH $$$
... and it doesn't matter where you bought them

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

1-aitM87-2434

At U.B.S. - STUDENTS Are The WINNERS And We APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.
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We Buy Books
All day!
Everyday!
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Unirerelty Book it Supply
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Planet gets day off from pollution
By Selena Woody
Staff writer

Progress illustration by DAVID NEVELS

Today is a special day for a woman dear
many of us. In this day and age of high
technology and easier living, we often forget
about her.
She is Mother Earth, and today is Earth
Day, the national holiday set aside to honor
her.
The university will be celebrating Mother
Earth's special day today with music, food,
some thought and Mother Earth herself down
in the Ravine under the direction of the campus environmental group, the Sierra Club.
The activities will include environmental
speakers, films and a jazz concert with pizza
provided by Campus Food Services.
"Earth Day is a day to set aside and appreciate what we have," said Sierra Club adviser
Doug Hindman. "A day to sit back and talk to
people and enjoy our environment.
But the day will not be all fun and games.
The club has lined up several speakers and
Films to inform the people on the environment
and create awareness as well as entertainment.
Police administration assistant professor
Ken Tunnel) will be playing bluegrass music
on the corner in front of the Powell Building at
1 p.m.
David Zurick, assistant professor of geog-

Alumni back, ready to be entertained
Alumni Agenda

By Selena Woody
Staff writer

Tears shed on graduation day will be remembered, and new ones will be shed in (he
joy of reunion this weekend as Eastern hosts
Alumni Weekend '93 April 23-25.
The weekend promises to be a gala one for
all alumni attending, a "Big Spring Bash,"
according to Alumni Affairs director Larry
Bailey.
Alumni will be treated to a starlight cruise,
campus arts and athletic events, campus and
historical site lours, a planetarium show, class
luncheons and the annual alumni banquet,
which will honor the 10 inductees of the 1993
Hall of Distinguished Alumni and the Outstanding Alumnus.
All alumni arc invited, and the classes of
1923, "28, '33, '38, "43. *48, '53, '58, '63, '68,
'73, '78, '83 and '88 will be the special guests
to celebrate their five and 10-year reunions.
This is the third year that the Alumni
Weekend has invited the five and 10-ycar
reunion classes to the festivities. Previously,
the university had invited the 10 and 25-year
reunion classes.

Friday

Q Reception 7 to 9 p.m. at the Arlington House Parlor
Q Star of Lexington Starlight Cruise 9 p.m. to midnight

Saturday J Registration in Keen Johnson Building at 9:30 a.m.
Q Class luncheons at 11:30
□ Awards Banquet for distinguished alumni at 6 p.m.
Sunday □ Ice Cream Concert in the ravine at 3 p.m.
Bailey said that as the classes prospered in
age they felt the need for shorter time spans
between their class reunions.
"The alumni felt that it was too long to
wail 10 or 25 years for a reunion and suggested
the five and 10-year reunions," said Bailey
"People come to see each other, and we work
to get them together, so we adopted the new
years."
Although the Alumni Weekend is very
popular with graduated students. Bailey said
that many alumni don't attend the weekend
because they feel they don't belong with their
graduating class.

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha Order
would like to introduce their new

1993 Rose:

Missy Nigro

"Some people were separated from their
classes by wars, lack of money or other events
and don't identify with their graduating class.
Wc encourage people to come back and be
with the group that they do identify with, be
part of their class," said Bailey.
Alumni will also be offered other entertainment. Sports fans can attend the OVC
women's softball tournament on Friday and
Saturday and a baseball game on Sunday.
"Waiting for Godot" will be performed each
nighi at 7:30 p.m. in Gifford Theatre and
Tours of Fort Boonesborough and While Hall
arc offered from 9 a.m. to4:30 p.m. each day.

raphy and planning, will be speaking about
cco-tourism, a new idea for companies who
give out vacations to customers. Zurick would
like to see them sending people to sec state
parks and other natural phenomena rather
than Disney World. He will speak at 6:30 p.m.
in the Jaggers Room of the Powell Building.
From 1 to 3 p.m. today, the club will
sponsor the finale in its weeklong series of
films in Room 101 of the Crabbe Library. At
I p.m., the film "It Needs Political Decision"
will begin. This film will explore the role of
politics in protecting the environment
"Environmental Revolution" will be
shown at 2: IS p.m. It promises insight on the
relationship between humans and the environment, and it offers ways in which this has
changed and is changing.
For those interested in recycling and waste
treatment, "Waste Not, Want Not" will tackle
that issue at 3:30 p.m. Each of the three films
is an hour long.
The sweet sounds of music will be rising
from the ravine from 6 to 9 p.m. today as the
Quintessential Jazz Sextet performs.
Throughout the day, the Sierra Club, as
well as other organizations, will have tables
set up to distribute information and sell Tshins.
Eastern's Sierra Club was founded in the
fall of 1991 with the hopes of bringing more

people into nature to understand, enjoy, conserve and protect the environment.
Since then, the club has been active in
recycling on campus and biological stream
monitoring in the area.
Although they have primarily focused on
recycling pizza boxes on campus, Hindman is
pleased with their beginning and is looking to
the future.
"I am pleased that wc arc developing a
group of aware and interested students that are
showing real leadership," said Hindman.
Through its recycling efforts, the Sierra
Club has helped the university cut the amount
of trash collected on campus from six trucks to
four trucks weekly, according to David Williams who runs the campus recycling program.
It is in the spirit of helping Mother Earth
that the Sierra Club celebrates Earth Day.
"If you can get out and experience the
environment, you'll be more likely to protect
it," said Darren Sammons. Sierra Club president. "We host Earth Day lo increase awareness of the environment and of our club."
"We believe that most people on campus
are concerned about the environment, but they
don't know our club is here," said Sammons.
Sierra Club meetings are held every second and fourth Monday at 8 p.m. in Room 103
of the Moore Building.

Math Awareness Day
to be observed April 28
By Selena Woody
Staff writer

For all those students struggling with a
math problem who have said "When am I
ever going to have 10 use this?". Eastern
mathematics professors have set aside a
lime lo answer this question.
The university's department of mathematics, computer science and statistics
will be sponsoring its third Mathematics
Awareness Day April 28.
Dr. Amy King of the department hopes
this day will increase the awareness and
appreciation of mathematical sciences.
"Hopefully. Mathematical Awareness
Day will make people more aware of how
important mathematical sciences are to the
world," said King.
The theme for the week. Mathematics
and
Manufacturing,
recognizes
manufacturing's importance to the nation's
competitive position in the world economy

and the crucial involvement of mathematical and computational sciences in manufacturing technology and decision.
Both state and local legislators, including Gov. Brercion Jones, who established
April 28 as the official Mathematics Awareness Day for the Commonwealth of Kenlucky, recently recognized the week of
April 25 to May 1 as Mathematical Awareness Week.
Mathematical Awareness Day begins
at 11:45 a.m. outside the Developmental
Lab, Wallace 342, where Michael Wilson
will demonstrate the Archimedes Water
Screw.
Wilson is a senior mathematical teaching major, and his water screw won a first
place prize at the Mathematical Symposium for its demonstration of the techniques developed 2,000 years ago in Egypt.
Refreshments will be served outside
Wallace 402 from noon to 2 p.m.

No time to return the movies you
rented last night? Let the

OK Cab
Company
do it for you.
624-0492
OPEN 24 HOURS

^MOBE iP£f/#/

SOMETHING NEW IS
1N-STORE AT RED LOBSTER.
Red Lobster is at it again! We're opening the doors of
another brand new restaurant and you can be a part of it
by stopping by. We have openings for:
1
1

Hosts/Hostesses
Waiters/Waitresses
Dishwashers
Cashiers

•
•
•
•

Line Cooks
Bartenders
Food Production
Alley Coordinators

Join our team and enjoy great pay, excellent benefits, full
training and a work environment that's as fun as it is
convenient!

SHARE AN AFTERNOON
WITH 1004100 OF YOUR
CLOSEST FRIENDS.
Be a part of the famous - or infamous Kentucky Derby Infield crowd Saturday, May
1st. Besides the Run for the Roses, you can
watch athletes from your school battling it out
in the Derby Classic Volleyball Tournament.
And if you buy your infield tickets now for
$15.00, you'll save $5 on the regular
admission price.
Grab your friends, find a car, and make a
road trip to Churchill Downs. Gates open at
8:00 a.m. EDT. Post Time is 11:30 a.m.

Red Lobster
500 Richmond Mall
Richmond, KY

CHURCHILL DOWNS'
Apply in pcrson Monday, April 2 6 -Thursday, April 29
from 9am - 5pm at the above location. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

Red Lobster.

tkketa now available aft Eastern Kentucky University.
IntmmumlOffice. 202 Begley Bldg.. 622-1244. 8:00-1200.
1.00-430M-F( \S// OKMONfcVOHDfcKONLV
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Chryssa
Zizos
Breaking
Barriers

First-year
softball team
must earn
R-E-S-P-E-C-T
The members of ihc women's
softball team have a lot to be proud of.
Okay, so their record is 9-22, but
that is not an accurate account of
their credibility.
This inaugural team has competed
with great intensity; they just haven't
had the opportunity to let the boards
show it yet.
It won't be long before these
young women start to achieve their
goals and win many victories.
The young team consists of 14
mcml)crs — seven arc freshmen and
seven have never played fastpitch
softball before this season.
Unfortunately, the team has had
three players quit, three players out to
injury and one player out because of a
transfer infraction.
This doesn't make for an easy
season for any team.
Considering all these setbacks,
the Colonels really haven't done all
that bad. Of the Colonels' 22 losses,
five of them came by only one run.
The Colonels have been ahead by
at least one run by the sixth inning in
six games.
Now I know the black and white
statistics read that the team has lost 23
games, but what they don't show is
that ihc team lost 13 of those games in
extra innings and that they were tied
in three games in the sixth inning.
Head coach Jane Worthington is a
former NCAA national champion,
playing for the University of Utah in
eoliegc. She coaches the team with
national skills, but because they arc so
young, they haven't had the opportunity to completely utilize their skills,
especially with 17 raincd-out games.
The players could have had 17
more games in which to gain experience.
Teammates arc feeling the tension
but remain optimistic.
Freshman pitcher Katie Collins
last week ranked No. 11 in the
nation's NCAA standings, had five
doubles in 13 games and averaged .38
per game.
"There hasn't been a game yet go
by that we haven't been in it mcnuilly
or physically," Collins said.
Fastpitch softball is an extremely
intense sport, but few spectators are
aware of its intensity.
The game of fastpitch softball,
when compared to slowpitch softball,
is like comparing the game of
checkers to chess.
It's the same board, but an entirely
different game. While checkers may
be a lot of fun, it doesn't require the
intense strategy that the game of chess
docs.
The same can be said about the
comparison of fastpitch and slowpitch
softball. They take place on the same
playing Held, but fastpitch is a much
more well-thought-out game that
requires more — more dedication,
more patience and more knowledge.
Like strategics used in chess, the
player is setting up the victory before
the game even begins or before the
First move takes place.
Each player depends on the next
to fulfill the victory.
These novice Colonels have the
spirit, the drive and the ambition to
succeed.
Perhaps that success will come to
the team this weekend. The Colonels
will get the opportunity to truly test
their ability when they host the Ohio
Valley Conference Invitational
Tournament.
It will be a double-elimination
tournament including seven teams.
One way that might help the team
to improve its morale — and its
record — would be if Eastern students
would take the afternoon to come to
the games and provide some fan
support.

TOURNEY SCHEDULE
The OVC softball tournament
will begin at 9 a.m. Friday
at Gertrude Hood Held and
continue at 8 a.m. Saturday.
Admission Is $3 per day.

Darrell Jordan, Chryssa Zizos, co-editors

Golfers prepare for conference championships
By Darrell L. Jordan
Sports co-editor
The Colonel golf team will travel to Nashville to defend its OVC championship Monday through Wednesday.
Eastern will be without last year's OVC
individual champion R.C. Chase. Chase, a
senior, will be slaying on campus to finish up
his classwork for graduation.
Chase says that the choice to stay is a
necessary one. "If I go, chances are that I will
not graduate," Chase said. "I'm kind of disappointed, because I would like to go back and
defend my championship. But at this point in

my college career, graduation is at the top of
my list."
The Colonels will also be without Bill
Carboy, who tied for third in last year's championships and was named 10 the all-conference team. Carboy red-shirted this year because of academic reasons.
Eastern will be sending three of last year's
Five players that competed — Brad Fath, Dean
Marks and Clay Hamrick. Marks was also on
the all-conference team last year.
Mike Cahill and Rolf Remus will round
out the Field for the Colonels.
Head coach Lew Smither expects tough
competition for the Colonel team.

"I haven't seen all of the teams, but right
now I have to put Murray far ahead of anybody
else." Smither said. "He's got an experienced
team and a very capable team. And he's got
last year's Kentucky state amateur champion
on the team."
Smither expects Morehcad State to be
right behind Murray. Morehcad is led by Mike
BrumField, who Smither expects to be this
year's individual champion.
Determination will be a key part of
Eastern's chance of winning its second OVC
in a row. Eastern will be competing in the
Kepler Invitational in Columbus, Ohio, directly before the championships and wil I board

WOMEN WIN OVC

a plane after the invitational to travel to Nashville.
The team will not arrive in Nashville until
after 6 p.m. and will not be able to play a
practice round. Tcc-off is at 8 am. Monday.
Smither hopes that his team will be ready
for the challenge in all aspects. "The question will be 'arc we mentally lough enough
and physically tough enough to be able to hold
up?'" Smither said.
Despite all of the travel, Smither believes
his team can perform well in the tournament.
"I think our chances are good,"he said. "We're
going to be suffering from a little bit of fatigue
problem."

Eastern to host
Kentucky's first
softball tourney
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports co-editor

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Distance runner Amy Clements takes time to stretch In preparation for the OVC Championships held
Saturday at Southeast Missouri State. Clements won both the 5,000 and 3,000 meter events.

Eastern distance runners prove
too much for OVC teams to handle
■ Lady Colonels
win seventh
outdoor track
championship
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports co-editor

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Freshman Dean Marelll broke a 16-year
unlversty record In the 400 meter
hurdles with the time of 52.28 last
weekend at the OVC Invitational meet.

The women's track team cleaned
up last weekend in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., during the Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
The Lady Colonels were able to
capture the nine-team women's
championship with a team score of
178, defeating Southeast Missouri
by 58 points.
Middle Tennessee was third with
110 points followed by Murray State
Unversity with 57 points.
The Lady Colonels took seven
first-place finishes in various events
and broke the OVC 4xl00-meter
relay record with a time of 45.63.
"We were very happy with the
end results," said head coach Rick
Erdman.
The Lady Colonels were led by
first-place distance runners Tracy
Bunce, in the 10,000-meter run, and
Amy Clements, in the 5,000- and
the 3,000-meter runs.
Inger Formby, Nicole Embry,

Jennifer Thomas and Candi Estes
were the first-place finishers in the
4x100-meter relay (Eastern's only
NCAA qualifiers).
Stephanie Chancy won the 1,500meter run. Sunshine Wilson won
the 800-meter run andTasha Whined
won the 400-meters.
The men also had some solid
performances, placing 4th outof six
learns in the OVC Invitational championships.
Eastern had several record
breaking performances during the
one-day affair.
Freshman Leon Pullen tied the
1967 school record in the 400 meter
dash with a time of 47.26. Pullen
finished third in the race.
Also setting a university record
was Dean Marelli in the 400-meter
hurdles, with a time of 52.28.
Both records were the longest
standing records in Eastern history.
Denis Toole finished behind Marelli
in the400-meter hurdles with a time
of 52.66, placing him third on the
all- lime list
Other lop performances were
by John Nganga, Eastern's first
Kenyan runner, who won the 5,000
and 3,000-meter runs.
Starting today and running
throughoutiheweckcnd, both teams
will compete in the Penn Relays in
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Colonels are prepared and ready for this
weekend's festivities.
The first-year softball team will host the Ohio
Valley Conference Invitational Tournament, the
first Division I intercollegiate fastpitch softball
tournament to be held in Kentucky.
"This will be an interesting and exciting tournament," said head coach Jane Worthington. 'The
competition is close, and I would not be surprised if
the No. 7 seed upsets the No. 1 seed."
Teams participating in the tournament are
Morehcad Slate, Austin Pcay, Southeast Missouri,
Tennessee-Martin, Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
The softball team was defeated Tuesday in both
games of the doublchcadcr against Northern Kentucky University.
The Colonels (9-22) dropped the first game 6-1
and the second 6-3.
Last weekend, the softball team split a doublchcadcr wiih Austin Pcay on Sunday and beat Middle
Tennessee in both games of a doublchcadcr on
Saturday.
Freshman pitcher Katie Collins pitched two
shutouts and earned three victories last weekend,
giving up a total of one run and seven hits in 16.2
innings.
Freshman Vicki Thompson look the only loss
for the Colonels, giving up 10 earned runs on 16
hits.
Collins helped her own cause by hilling a home
run in the first game against Middle Tennessee,
while Amy Jones and Shelly Covington both hit
doubles in the second game.

Baseball struggles
to 8-20; Colonels
split four games
By Darrell L. Jordan
Sports co-editor
The Colonel baseball team avenged an earlier
loss to Wright State and won one game on the road
against Austin Peay last week.
Eastern 2, Austin Peay 10
Davis Morris suffered his fifth loss of the year
against Austin Peay. Morris gave up six runs on six
hits in only two innings.
The loss puts Eastern at 8-20 overall and 6-5 in
the conference.
Eastern 4, Austin Peay 3
Mike Kibbey (1-3) pitched four and one-third
of an inning for the win, while Jason Combs got his
first save of the year.
Kibbey gave up two runs on four hits, while
striking out three baiters. Combs only gave up two
hits, while striking out four batters.
Eastern 6, Austin Peay 7
Chad Dennis gave up one run in the bottom of
the seventh inning to give the win to Austin Peay.
Dennis (2-3) gave up three runs on four hits in
two innings.
Eastern 18, Wright State 17
Eastern won in 10 innings in a game that saw
eight home runs, three by the Colonels. Mike Minacci
hit one, while Blake Barthol had two.
Jeff Click (1-0) pitched one and one-third innings and gave up only one run off three hits.

Colonel netters ready for tourney weekend
Both tennis teams
enter OVC tournament M If we can put out our best
effort, we have the talent
in good standings
to beat anyone In this
By Lanny Brannock
Asst. sports editor
conference.
"
Afteran impressive 9-0 straight-set thrashing of Morehead State Tuesday, the women's
tennis team goes into the Ohio Valley Conference Championships expecting a lot of competition and a light race.
According to coach Sandra Martin, the
Lady Colonels are in the middle of the OVC
standings but have a chance to win the championship.
"Right now we're in the middle of the
pack. We're there, but we have lost some close
matches. If they can give me the three P's —
patience, perseverance and perspiration, I th ink

- Sandra Martin
we have a chance to win," Martin said
The Lady Colonels go into the tournament
with a 9-10 overall record and a 3-4 conference record.
The Lady Colonels did post a victory over
the best team in the conference, Middle Tennessee, earlier in the season, but Middle
soundly beat the Lady Colonels 7-2 in their
last meeting.
In the past there have usually been three
strong teams in the conference vying for the
OVC crown, hut according to Martin, there

are five teams with a possible chance of winning the championship this year. Eastern is
one of them.'T said earlier in the year that this
is one of the tightest championships we have
had in a few years," Martin said.
As well as Middle Tennessee, which boasts
the strongest overall lineup from first to sixth
seed, Tennessee-Martin and Austin Peay also
have great depth in their favor.
Murray S tate has had several tight matches
with three-set losses, and Martin considers it
to be one q[ the stronger teams also. The Lady

Colonels hover around the No. 4 or 5 spot in
the rankings.
"I hope that we can put forth our best effort
this weekend. Because if we can put out our
best effort, we have the talent to beat anyone
in this conference," Martin said.
The men's race for the title is also expected to be a tight one, according to coach
Tom Higgins.
Higgins said the men's champion could be
any of five teams, but the Colonels will need
to improve if they are to be considered one of
the contenders.
With the men's team closing its season
with a 5-4 loss to Tennessee Tech at home and
dropping its record to 10-9 (1-7 OVC), the
outlook is not a bright one going into the OVC
Tournament Sunday in Nashville, Tenn.
Murray State, who held the Colonels to 90 earlier in the season, has dominated the
men's play in the OVC, followed closely by
Tennessee Tech with a 5-2 OVC record.
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SCOREBOARD

Win Cash, Prizes & Other Gifts
Ladies 5'6" & Under • 18-29, Single or Married

compiled by Lanny Brannock
EKU (6)
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS Tennessee State (0)
Hechemy (EKU) def. Binns 8-1; Patt
(EKU) def. King 8-2; M. Smith (EKU)
def. Toles 8-0; Dyer (EKU) daf. Brrtt
8-0; Schaefer (EKU) daf. Buggs 8-0;
Pleasant (EKU) daf. default

Today
BaMball-at Marshall, 7 p.m.
Softball-Tennessee Tech, 2 p.m.
Men's/Women's track-Penn
Relays. Phil., Pa.

Friday Apr. 23

EKU (7)
Western Kentucky (2)

Softball-OVC toumament.Hood
field
Woman's tannia-at OVC
Championships, Nashville, 8 a.m.

Saturday Apr. 24
Baaabalt-Tennessee-Martin. 1 p.m.
(Doubleheader)
Golf-at Kapler Invitational,
Columbus, Ohio.
Men's/Women's track-Drake
Relays, Das Moines, Iowa.

Sunday Apr. 25
Baseball-Tennessee-Martin, 1 p.m.
Men's tennla-at OVC tournament,
Nashville, Tenn.
Golf-Ohio Valley Conference,
Nashville, Tenn.

Tuesday Apr. 27
Baaaball-at Kentucky, 6 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
EKU (4)
Tennessee Tech (5)
Boyanovich daf. Hechemy (EKU)
6-3, 7-5; Rosa def. Patl (EKU) 6-7
(7-5), 6-1, 6-2; M. Smith (EKU) def.
Silva 6-3, 6-7 (7-3), 6-2; Large def.
Dyer (EKU)6-4, 6-4; Chanes def.
Schaefer (EKU) 6-4, 6-4; Pleasant
(EKU) def. Masson 7-6 (7-4), 6-3.
Doubles: Rose/ Boyanovich def.
Hechemy/ Dyer (EKU) 6-1, 6-7 (7-5),
6-2; Schaefer/ Dobnicker (EKU) def.
Silva/ Large 7-5, 6-7 (7-4), 6-3;
McGuffin/ A. Smith (EKU) def.
Chanes/ Masson 6-4, 6-3.

Eastern Kentucky (4)
Austin Peay (3)

1st game
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
EKU
1-0-0-0-0-0-0
SEMO 0-0-0-0-0-0-0
WP—Katie Collins (8-9)
LP—Thompson
Record:
EKU 9-20

2nd game
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
EKU
1-0-2-0-0-0-1
A.P.
0-O-O-0-2-0-1
WP—Mike Kibbey (1-3)
LP—Dortch
SV-Combs(l)
Record:
Eastern 8-19

R-H-E
1-6-2
0-4-2

Hechemy (EKU) def. Howard 8-2. 76; Brown def. Patt (EKU) 6-3, 7-6; M.
Smith (EKU) daf. Wilson 6-3. 6-3;
Dyer (EKU) def.WuHer 6-1, 6-2;
Schaefer (EKU) def. Seip 6-4. 6-4;
Pleasant (EKU) def. Sedwick 3-6. 63, 6-2. Doubles: Hechemy/ Dyer
(EKU) daf. Brown/Wullar 9-8;
Dobnicker/ Schaefer (EKU) daf.
Doss/ Nunn 8-2; Howard/ Wilson
def. Smith/ McGuffin (EKU) 9-8.

Eastern Kentucky (6)
Middle Tennessee (5)

EKU (4)
Morehead (5)

Record:
EKU 8-20

Bryan def. Hechemy (EKU) 6-2. 6-3;
Gould def. Patt (EKU) 3-6. 6-4. 6-4;
Johnson def. M. Smith (EKU) 6-4.46, 6-2; Ah Lim def. Dyer (EKU) 6-2.
5-7. 6-4; Schaefer (EKU) def. Otto 62. 6-3; Pleasant (EKU) daf. Hamilton
6-3, 6-4. Doubles: Hechemy/ Dyer
(EKU) def. Bryan/ Otto 6-1,6-1;
Dobnicker/ Schaefer (EKU) daf.
Johnson/ Ah Lim 6-4. 6-2; Gould/
Hamilton def. A. Smith/ McGuffin
(EKU) 6-1, 6-T

Monday Apr. 26

Eastern Kentucky (1)
Austin Peay (0)

2nd game
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
M.T. 1-0-0-0-3-0-1
EKU 0-1-0-4-1-0-0
WP—KatieCollins (7-9)
LP—Stoddard

R-H-E
5-6-2
6-6-3

Eastern Kentucky (2)
Middle Tennessee (0)
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
EKU 0-0-0-0-0-2-0
M.T. 0-0-0-0-0-0-0
WP—Katie Collins (6-9)
LP—Edward
Records:
EKU 7-20

R-H-E
2-4-2
0-2-1

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

Eastern Kentucky (1)
Austin Peay (7)

Eastern Kentucky (2)
Austin Peay (10)

2nd game
1.2-3-4-5-6-7
R-H-E
EKU
0-1-0-0-0-0-0
1-4-3
A.P.
1-0-1-0-0-4-1
7-13-0
WP—Thompson
LP—Vickie Thompson (1-12)
Record: EKU 9-21

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
EKU 0-O-2-O-O-0-0-O-0
A.P. 3-3-0-0-2-2-0-0-0
WP—Spear
LP—David Morris (2-5)
Records:
Eastern 8-20

R-H-E
2-9-1
10-10-2

-Enter NowThe Ms. International
Ky. Petite Pageant

R-H-E
4-6-1
3-6-2

Friday June, 18, 1993
For Futher Information call: (502) 893-9473
Donna Marshall, State Director

Taylor's Sporting Goods

Austin Peay (7)
Eastern Kentucky (6)
1st game
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
EKU
0-0-1-0-5-0-0
A.P.
2-0-0-1-2-1-1
WP—Hear/
LP—Chad Dennis (2-3)
Record:
Eastern 7-19

Plaques - Trophies
Custom Engraving

R-H-E
6-9-0
7-9-2

College Park Center Open 6 days a week, 9 a.m. - 7 p.i
We Accept Visa & Mastercard

Wl.lAHI.KCOll'ON

FREE i

TRACK
OVC Championships
at Southeast Missouri
WOMEN
1. Eastern Kentucky 178
2. Southeast Missouri 120
3. Middle Tennessee 110
4. Murray State
57
5. Tennessee State
51
6. Austin Peay
12
7. Morehead State
9
8. Tennessee Tech
6
9. Tennessee-Martin
4
MEN
1. Middle Tennessee 165
2. Murray State
146
3. Southeast Missouri 117
4. Eastern Kentucky 09
5. Tennessee Tech
8
6. Morehead State
8

623-9517

BABY PAN! PAN!

|

and a single 32 oz. Soft Drink
With the purchase *>i a Bain Pan! Pan! and a single

32 »'/. soli drink ai the regular price,
Please request tree Bain Pan! Pan' ami drink when
ordering, Nol valid wiih any other coupon offers.

EXPIRES 4-29-93

i

little Caesars
I
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Vector Marketing International Corporation hiring for
SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
$8.75 per showing
Fulltime openings - some part-time

NAME RickErdman
COACH Men's and Women's Cross Country and
Track & Field
HOMETOWN Ligonier. Pa.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OVC Women's Indoor Coach
of the Year for track; Women's Outdoor Coach of the
Year for Track

Sponsored by Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist
205 112 Gerl Lane Richmond 623-6643
All types of Contact Lenses In Stock:
•Disposable 'Extended Wear 'Colored Soft Contact Lenses
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All majors may apply; internship/college credit possible
Corporate scholarship program
Corporate training provided; to start after finals
*On campus today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Powell Bldg.
If unable to attend, call 277-5988
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Introducing the Qass of '93 Retail Financing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Ibyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment. •«/ foV6 what you do former
Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
•<£>» TOVfiT A
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.
^ ■u YU ■A

See your local Toyota Dealer
Available onty throuori Toyota Motor Credit ConxxaW Amour* Imancea caww. enceed MSRP plus me cost of fJaaletmslar*) options and required
tax ana license lees Finance cnarrjes accrue 'rom the contract dale
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Athlete competitive after knee injury
By Kerri Leininger
Staff writer
When Derek Schacfcr's knee gave
in to the pressure of an intense match
during his junior year, requiring reconstructive surgery, many thought it
would end his tennis career.
"I honestly didn't expect him to
come back and play competitive college tennis," Chris Patt, Schaefcr's
teammate, said.
Five months later, Schacfer,
Eastern's No. 6 seed, made a strong
comeback with dedication and determination.
"I'm overall a competitive person," Schacfer said.
"That's pretty much what got me
back into playing tennis after my knee
surgery."
The 22-year-old senior marketing
major from Michigan began his tennis
career when his parents enrolled him
in a summer tennis camp at the age of
11.
After many years of playing tennis
at a country club, Schacfer began to
play tennis for Saline High School in
Saline, Mich.
Schaefcr said when his high school
coach asked to speak to his parents
about his talent, they were shocked.
"They thought I was in trouble,"
Schacfer said.
"They thought I did something
wrong."
This led to Schaefcr playing tennis
at Liberty Racket Club, one of

Michigan's top tennis clubs.
Schaefcr said that his favorite part
of playing tennis is the one-on-one
competition.
"You're out there by yourself,"
Schacfer said. "It's you against the
other person."
Schacfer credits a lot of his success to Colonel coach Tom Higgins,
because he has taught Schacfer more
than just how to play tennis.
"He (Higgins) relates tennis to reallife situations and puts them into perspective," Schaefcr said.
Schaefcr added that Coach Higgins
strives to make his players better
people as well as belter players.
"I've learned how to compete and
leave tennis on the court when I'm
finished," Schacfer said.
"When I walk onto the court, I
leave my personal life off the court,"
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
he said.
Schacfer is a respected player Derek Schaefer fought back from knee surgery to play the No. 6
seed singles and the No. 3 doubles for the Colonel tennis team.
among his teammates.
"Hc'san all-around good player
and plays extremely well under pressure," Patt said.
Derek Schaefer: Behind the Scenes
"He always rises to the occasion,"
he said.
Full name: Derek T. Schaefer
"I would say he's capable of changBirth
date: Sept. 12, 1970
ing his game to beat his opponent,"
Birth
place:
Allentown. Pa.
Dale Dobnicker, Schacfcr's doubles
High school: Saline High School
partner, said.
Parents: John and Dawn Schaefer
One of Schaefcr's higher moments
Major: Marketing
this year was winning the No. 6 seed
singles championship at the Greg
Plans after college: To see the world
Adams Tennis Invitational TournaPerson who influenced careen Duane Lundy
ment.
ATTENTION FACULTY,

CREATIVE COMPUTING
Word Processing & Resume Service
* term/research papers
* cover letters
* manuscripts
* mailing lists/labels

STAFF,

& STUDENTS

FOOTHILLS FOOD CO-OP
Natural and Wholesale Food Buying Club
Now Accepting New Members

* resume composition
* newsletters
* flyers/announcements
* business reports

Member-owned
Democratically Controlled
Not-For-Profit
Cooperatively Organized

"You write it, we'll type it!"
FOR INFORMATION CALL 986-4292

119N. EsHAve
Richmond. KY
(606)624-0123

Rent our Camcorder to record
those special events.

Need It?...Rent It!
W««1WJ '■}>>* '..' ,l>?J>J.i^

Travel on Third
Cancun from $439
V^ Freeport Bahamas
\
from $299
^T
624-8785
104 S. Third Street
HJMtiWri I'WIHV iift'l TUnY :i

IT'S OUT-TA HERE!
Come one, come aN, its time lor Colonel Ball!

1

%

EKU vs. UT-M.«rtin, Turkey-Hughes Field. This
Saturday, April 24th (2) 1:00 PM, & Sunday,
April 25th, 1:00 PM
FREE ADMISSION
EKU hosts The Days Inn OVC
Softball Invitational, Gertrude Hood _
Field. Starts tomorrow, April 23rd
feS5
at 9:00AM. Action continues Si turday,
April 24th at 9:(K) AM.
GENERAL ADMISSION—$3
•Colonel Kids Club members
and EKU Students with
valid ID—FREE ADMISSION

Preafly Spsstatd By:

r\

m

DAYS INN
IhtlMIWftMUnMrnwtvA.-

BIG BOY
Visit b«lor. or all*, th. Qam«f.
■■> M l-7» KMiwtond Or

We pay

Playing hits from R.E.M., The^Doors and others.
Show starts at 8 p.m.
Drink Specials
624-8363
j(M s

Main Stre

et

624-2828 (FIZZ

SERVING
EKU
CAMPUS

>A?AMk

Textbooks...
Hardcovers...Paperbacks
with resale market value

,

^e£w e'isiru2 ihe>re>'

^fiJJOHH:
14" 2-topping
pizza
4*3 •♦tax
each additional lopping .95

:

' •

small 1 -topping
pizza

$3.

99

+ tax

each additional topping .70

JPIZZ47

dHJOHi.

^fiUOHNs

16" 1-topping
pizza

2 large 1-topping
pizzas

$6.98

$10.<00

+ tax

each additional lopping 1.25

►+ tax

each add lion al topping .95
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Plan Your Summer
Trip Now

LEAVE A MESSAGE AT 986-1886

Live Music
Friday Night Only
Yellow Dye #5

110 E. Cantor St
Cort*i.Ky
(606)523-8881

Capture the Moment

Phone 624-2026 (evenings) for Information

or

Hwy 21 '.Vest
Berea, Ky
(606)986-2166

i

"UNIVERSITY
pBOOKSTORE
( I Ml I- 11 AMI'I IS

Bring them to:

Eastern Kentucky University
Bookstore
Monday - Friday
April 26 - 30, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday, May 1 & 8
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

53

